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Summary.

The research, which is described in the following chapters

is designed to continue the studies made by Jordinson into the

behaviour of small disturbances of constant frequency in the

Blasius boundary layer over a flat plate. In his woric a numerical

method due to Osborne was used to solve the problem of the non-

linearly occurring eigenvalue which is associated with the Orr-

Sonraerfeld equation in the case of space amplification. A

digital computer, the Edinburgh University KBF 9, performed the

calculations. The present thesis first of all extends the Orr~

Sommerfeld equation to include the effect of the growing thickness

of the boundary layer upon the eigenvalues, and then it discusses

a possible stage where the disturbance grows to such a size that

the linearised theory no longer completely represents its

behaviour.

Following a chapter of introduction a mathematical model

is devised which is based upon a Fourier Series expansion of the

flow stream function in terms of frequency harmonics. This

model is intended to represent the beginnings of finite dis¬

turbance development by showing the presence of second harmonic

oscillations and the effect of the transfer cf energy and momentum

between the perturbation and the mean flow.

The third chapter analyses the importance of the normal

component terms of the Blasius mean flow from an empirical

viewpoint. These are the terms which are responsible for the

thickening/



thickening of the boundary layer and it is shown, that in order to

be consistent with the assumptions of boundary layer theory their

retention is necessary. The topic of a linear disturbance is then

discussed and the Orr-Sommerfeid equation, together \fith the

contribution due to boundary layer thickening, is derived. In

addition a proof is sketched which demonstrates that the boundary

conditions of the differential equation are unaltered by the

presence of the extra terms.

Since the eigenvalue character of the linearised problem is

of the same nature as Jordinson's problem, the same method of

solution is used and the details are given in the fourth chapter.

A rational discretisation of the differential equation is

performed in order to reduce the truncation error of the ap¬

proximation. This is followed by a discussicn of Osborne's

method. Tests carried out by varying the data parameters, the

discrete step length, and the range of integration demonstrate

remarkable stability.

The results given in the fifth chapter show that the

boundary layer is rendered slightly less stable if the effect

of growing thickness is included, and that the curve of neutral

stability is enlarged. This enlargement is in itself not suf¬

ficient to account for the differences existing between the

predictions of theory and the results of experiment, particularly

at lower Reynolds Numbers, but an argument later developed

explains why these differences occur.

The/



The non-linear investigations ere discussed in the next two

chapters. In the first of these the Fourier-Series mathematical

model is studied more closely and details are given of the deter¬

mination of second harmonic oscillation values, distorted mean

flow components and Reynolds stress. The effect of finite dis¬

turbance development upon the first harmonic of a perturbation.

arises in the form of a set of coupled differential equations

which are solved by a straightforward iterative procedure. The

results of the investigations which are all given for a fixed fre¬

quency, show first of all that the Reynolds stress distribution

begins to oscillate as the Reynolds Number increases and that its

amplitude is increased. They also show that a perturbation of

fixed signal size has a far greater effect at higher Reynolds

Number upon mean flow and first harmonic component distortion

Results of the distribution of first and second harmonic values

are also given. The final chapter discusses a futuro research

topic and summarises the preceding work.

The computer programs for the calculation were developed

from Jordinson's program ant! were run initially on the KDF 9

computer and latterly on the IBM 360/5C and Systems 4/75 computers

in Edinburgh University. Details of the extensions to the

existing subroutines are given in the Appendix.
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CH/iPTER 1

Tho Background

1.1
.

Introduction:-

The problem of the transition from laminar tc turbulent

flow has received attention from fluid dynamicists for nearly a

century and it still remains largely unresolved. The traditional

approach to the subject or 'classical hydrodynaraic stability

theory1, analyses the behaviour of a small oscillatory distur¬

bance superimposed upon an elementary mean flow prototype. The

Blasius boundary layer provides a very suitable exoanple. It is

generated by inserting a long flat plate in a parallel, incompres¬

sible, uniform flow. In this situation the Navier Stokes

equations of fluid motion reduce to the Blasius similarity dif¬

ferential equation the solution to which is readily computed, and

from which tho downstream and normal components of flow velocity

can be determined.

Historically the theory, in all contexts, considered the

presence of an infinitesimal two-dimensional perturbation, which

linearised the differential equations of motion. In our case

these equations can be reduced to a single complex valued or¬

dinary differential equation with the normal coordinate to the

plate as the independent variable. Commonly known as the Orr-

Somrrerfeld, this equation is homogeneous and presents an eigen¬

value problem.

It is well recognised that the boundary layer grows only

slowly in the downstream direction emd consequently the normal

component of mean flow velocity is much smaller than the down¬

stream/



stream one. This property has prompted investigators to ignore

the effects of thickening f-nd to assume the flow to bo parallel.

This assumption ensures that the Orr-öonnerfeld equation for the

perturbation is precisely the same as that which occurs in other

parallel flow cases. The homogeneous eigenvalue character remains,

but the mean flow and boundary conditions are in general different.

The first objective of this thesis is to allow for boundary

layer thickening in solving the equation. This is in turn fol¬

lowed by a study of the early stages of finite disturbance de¬

velopment involving the beginnings of non-linearity.

1.2 Historical Review;-

_K In the 1880's Reynolds had observed that the magnitude of

a dimensionless parameter associated with a viscous flow situation^

subsequently called the Reynolds Number (E. No.), was a governing

factor of breakdown into turbulence. The susceptibility was

greatly increased once this exceeded a certain value. At about

the same time Bayleigh began studying the behaviour of infinites¬

imal disturbances superimposed upon inviscid flows, the principal

interest being with motion between parallel planes, i.e. Poiseuille

flow. Although the second order differential equation he ob¬

tained was just the Orr-Öommerfeld at infinite R. No., its

mathematical properties are quite different. In physical terms

this corresponds to the distinction between the cases of an

inviscid fluid and one of limitingly small viscosity with respect

to the nc slip condition that occurs on solid impermeable surfaces.

The/



The presence of viscosity was first introduced in accordance

with Reynolds theory by considering the energy balance of a small

perturbation, the prototype in mind being that of plane Poiseuille

flew. If J^ denotes the kinetic energy of the perturbation, I
_

the transfer of energy between the mean flow and the perturbation,

or Reynolds stress, J^-2 the dissipation of energy into heat, and

R the E. No. of the flow, then these quantities are connected by

the simple differential relation

If c>3^ (<)tfo "t^G kinetic energy is increasing and a state of in¬

stability can be said to exist. Likewise, if ^i-f J$t<Q there is

stability. ]*_ y> Q implies that the transfer of energy is from

the mean flow to the disturbance which enhances instability.

X^'CO represents a stabilising effect. T~ is always positive

which suggests that in a situation of little or no energy trans¬

fer the perturbation is stable. Moreover (1.1) exhibits the

possibility of a critical R.No., which was later shown to exist,

below which stability is assured.

2 It soon became evident that the energy method was very-

limited in scope, since no information could be obtained concer¬

ning the state of energy transfer, whereas the full viscous

equation on the other hand does throw light on the matter. This

was derived and examined by Orr in 1907, from whom it takes its

name, the context still being that of Poiseuille flow. In the

adopted notation the Orr-Sommerfeld equation is

(oi,\J~ Q)("J) --0( J<Pt - (*OTu)<P - ~~rOT--s< )^b (a)

subject to a>((0) "^^(O)^ (3 (b), (c). Y) ~ j d Z

and/
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and Lm a>^C^>/KC^N- ~ * (d). (1.2)

t , U and R represent the stream function, parallel flow

velocity and E. No. respectively; Q is the disturbance frequency

and C\ the non-linearly occurring eigenvalue. In general no

complete analytical solution is possible in closed form, although

in limited situations approximations can be made.

In the event of solving (1.2) it seemed important to keep

U(z) as simple as possible, which night gc part of the way toward

explaining the early preoccupaticn with Poiseuille as opposed to

Blasius flow. In all there seems to be four reasons for this

approach .

(i) When the equation was derived first of all Prandtl's

boundary layer theory was a very recent innovation and had yet

to attain full mathematical repute. Since Poiseuille flow is

concerned with a uniformly viscous fluid between two parallel planes

boundary layer theory is not involved.

(ii) The mean flow profile in the Poiseuille case is a parabola

whereas in the Blasius case it is the solution of a non-linear

third order boundary value problem which requires numerical

determination

(iii) The R.Nos. which are relatively large in both cases are

known to be about ten times larger in the Poiseuille case than in

the Blasius. This gives additional justification te the use of

asymptotic approximations to the solutions in question.

(iv) In Poiseuille flow the R.No. is based upon the distance

apart of the plates, and is therefore constant throughout in the

absence of pressure gradient. In Blasius flow on the other hand

the/



the R. No. increases in the downstream direction which means that

seme of the coefficients of the equation corresponding to (1.2)

are dependent upon the downstream coordinate. This dependence is

a feature of the problem even if the Blasius flow is assumed to

be parallel, and so if the effects of thickening are permitted to

enter the equations no further anomalies are added. The results

obtained however have shown themselves to be suprisingly good

when compared to experimental phenomena despite the non-

separability of the partial differential equations, a matter

taken up again in chapter 8.

If the first reason was the most important in earlier years,

it is certainly the least so now. The second is always a drawback

whenever one is restricted to entirely analytical methods of

solution. Tietiens, 1925, in the first examination of the Blasius

case took the mean flow profile to be two straight line segments

although mere sophisticated approximations involving polynomial

segments have been used subsequently. Even in these days, with

attention having moved to the study of finite non-linear per¬

turbation effects, such approximations to the Blasius solution

are still employed.

In connection with the third reason it is important to ob¬

serve that the reciprocal of the Reynolds Number is a snail

parameter and approximate solutions to the problem can be

obtained by considering successive terms of an associated

perturbation expansion. The first such term, corresponding to

infinite Reynolds Number, is just Eayleigh's second order

equation. In the case of a neutral oscillation this possesses

a singularity, a property not shared by the Orr-Sommerfeld,

hence/



hence the essential mathematical distinction. The Rayleigh

equation, however, does give a reasonable first approximation ex¬

cept in a thin horizontal layer of fluid corresponding to this

possible singularity. If the solution <p. is represented as a sura

of four linearly independent solutions

one can speak, of two inviseid solutions corresponding to Eayleigh's

equation, <b and (D., and two viscous ones <$}_ and <p~_ . The

latter two become important in the 'critical' or 'viscous' layer.

Since -the effect of the perturbation ties av&y to zorc outside

the boundary layer, asymptotic iocvy ic roquirecl, ant"1, only the one

viscous solution, QX-~, say, is taken. The other, which diverges,

has its coefficient set to zero. This raoans that for Poiseuille

flow analytical development depends essentially upon the concept

of the critical layer, which is an inherent property of the method

and not of the problem. For Blasius flow a similar treatment can

be applied, but in the light of the third reason one cannot

expect such great accuracy.

Analysis within the critical layer requires knowledge of

the first two derivatives of the mean flow profile at the critical

point. In general neither of these is zero but if a linear seg¬

mented approximation is used for the Blasius, the second derivative

must vanish almost everywhere. Consequently Tietiens was linable

to find either critical layer or critical R. No. (R ). Tollmein,
c

in 1929 developed the theory for curved velocity profiles and

succeeded in determining not only an E , but also a locus of
c

neutral stability as a function of wave number and R. No., or

neutral/



neutral curve inside which disturbances arc amplified and outside

which they are damped. The neutral curve for infinitesira&l dis¬

turbances has two branches and has been a subject of great interest

in the literature; it has been computed on several occasions, see

fiß[2] . In a later result Lin, 1945S redetermined the curve,

obtaining essentially Tollmein1s results. This paper included ap¬

proximate formulae tc estimate the critical R.No. and to calculate

the curve itself asymptotically for large R as a ftmction of the

nean flow, disturbance frequency, and R.No.

2 During the 1930's, a theory connected with infinitesimal

or linear perturbations was well developed for parallel flows. In

1933 Squire investigated the case of a three dimensional pertur¬

bation and, in a well known result, showed that the stability

analysis thereof could be reduced analogously to an equivalent

analysis of a two-dimensional disturbance at lower R.No. At about

the same time Schlichting investigated the possible growth in

tine of small perturbation waves of wave length O^ . This poses

equation (1.2) with C- j8/o( as the eigenvalue which occurs

linearly. It was suggested that these so-called 'Tollmein-

Schlichting1 waves might grow in time and that this would

ultimately lead to breakdown.

It was not until 1947 that experimentation was able to vin¬

dicate the theoretical predictions. The trouble was nainly due

to the fact that the level of natural turbulence in hitherto

constructed wind funnels was too high. Schubauer and bkramstad,

ref.[i8] , showed that the transitional R.No. rose as the level

of/



of turbulence was reduced, but remained fairly constant below

O..OSfo. 0.03/v was adopted in their observations. The results of

these first experiments vere of wide significance; not only was

it possible to find evidence of a curve of neutral stability, but

there appeared to be a presence of the Tollmein-Schlichting waves

us well. These exhibited a phase shift at about seven tenths of

the boundary layer thickness, a property predicted by the theory.

4. It became realised that although the linear perturbation

theory was not entirely exhausted, it could never explain the

phenomenon of transition. In view of this much postwar research

has concentrated upon investigating the beginnings of non-

linearity. The theory which is very difficult even for the linear

case, becomes very much more so, with e. complication arising

from the energy interaction between mean flow and perturbation.

Momentum transport, or Reynolds Stress, I in equation (1.1) is

no longer negligible and its presence serves to distort the mean

flow. Meksyn and Stuart, ref.[8] , examined 'finite' distur¬

bances in Poiseuille flow by analytical methods, and showed that

the resultant effect was to reduce the critical R.No. to a

minimum after which it rose as the disturbance magnitude increased.

The critical layer was studied and the effects of mean flow dis-
.

tortion were assessed. Some authors believed that it was possible

for a finite perturbation to stabilise a parallel flow situation

known to be unstable according to linear theory. Stuart, ref.

[20] > predicted that this was not possible, but acknowledged

that the reverse situation could occur. In view of this study

non/
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non-linear perturbations are referred to as existing under 'super¬

critical* conditions if they arise iranediately above the R as
c

predicted for linear theory, and as existing under 'subcritical'

conditions if they occur at a R.No. %jMch is stable according to

linear theory.

_5. Experiment followed theory in examining non-linear

boundary layer developments. Emmons, ref.[3J > studied a water

table and identified six distinct stages in the breakdown from

laminar to turbulent flow. Schubauer and Klebanoff in a detailed

paper, ref. [17J examined a turbulent spot generated by an

electric spark. The spot increased in size as it moved downstream

and thrust ahead of it a turbulent salient at about the boundary

layer displacement thickness^",) . This odd phenomenon which

might suggest a weakness in the layer at this level, is closely

kept in mind in the light of results given in chapter 7, and

summarised in chapter 8. Klebanoff and Tidstrora, ref.[6] ,

carried Schubauer and Skrarastad's work further and investigated

the non-linear effects. Their results suggested that beyond the

linear stage the whole picture became three-dimensional and in.

fact a distinct spanwise periodic intensity of velocity fluc¬

tuation was observed.

6, It is worthwhile to include a small number cf noteworthy

theoretical papers, out of the bulk of literature that has

accumulated in recent years, which have a particular significance

in connection with the work in this thesis.

Pretsch, ref. [14J > made a rigorous study of several aspects

of/
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of several aspects of parallel flow stability* In a full analysis

the entire boundary layer perturbation equations were set out and

the relative magnitude of each component term was examined. The

effects of boundary layer thickening and downstream variation of the

Orr-Soramerfeld equation as a 4th order partial differential

equation %*ere both retained in the initial consideration, but were

rejected later on as being of small importance in the subsequent

development, and the parallel flow ordinary differential equation

corresponding to (1.2) was solved.

The digital computer has contributed greatly to research in

the field of hydrodynamic stability and has enabled attempts to be

made to solve problems beyond the range of analytical methods. The

first computational solution of the Orr-Sonmierfeld equation was

made by Thomas for Poiseuille flow and since then many others have

followed Brown, ref. [i] , whose principal interest was in

swept back wing boundary layers, used the Blasius case as an

elementary example to test procedures. The method of solution

was by an initial v",lue technique coupled withe suitable normal¬

ising condition and followed by boundary value matching. Two use¬

ful points arose out of the calculation, both of which will be of

interest later. Firstly, in order to obtain upper boundary con¬

ditions it was essential to assume that sufficiently far from the

surface mainstream conditions prevailed which made the coefficients

of the Orr-Somtaerfeld equation constant. Low E. Nos. were a

possibility in Brown's work and the asymptotic decaying behaviour

of the solution needed to allow for this * Secondly, on advice

from Schubauer, small adverse pressure gradient was permitted;

this/

* The argument in chapter 3 includes a discussion of asymptotic
decay.
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"this had the effect of enlarging ths neutral curve and reducing

E . Schlichting has also described this in ref,[i6] , p.471, and

in the recent paper, ref. [9] , the topic has been extensively dis¬

cussed.

Kurtz, refe{.7] j
wrote a general computer program to

examine the behaviour of an incompressible free convection boundary

layer. The Blasius solution, as in Brown's case, provided an

excellent test example. The Orr-Sommerfeld equation was dis-

cretised and a rational finite difference scheme was used to

minimise the truncation error. The method of solution was to find

the zero of the determinant of the algebraic matrix by using

suitably close approximations to the eigenvalue. A neutral curve

was determined and the computed results compared well with the

experiments of Schubauer and Skrr,nstad. Kurtz's program was very

versatile with all its mean flow subroutines, and it was claimed

that the Blasius approximation was the best obtained up to that

time. His thesis also included an investigation of the eigenvalue

spectrum, a subject which was discussed again by Jordinson

Perhaps the most ambitious ©# anioriginal of all computed

solutions of the flat plate stability problem was that due to

De Santo and Keller, ref. [2] . The Navier-Stokes equations in

two dimensions were treated in terms of an initial boundary

value problem with the stream function as the solution. A rec¬

tangle of fluid enclosing a section of the boundary layer, of

which the flat plate was the lower boundary, was allowed to

evolve in time from an initial specified decaying wave train

state. Boundary conditions on the rectangle were suitably chosen

from known evidence of the linear phenomena. No existence or

uniqueness/
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uniqueness theorem regarding the solution, was available however,

although the discretised system was shown to possess a unique

numerical solution. Upstream of the rectangle the linear Orr-

Soiamerfeld theory was presumed to held; this gave boundary con¬

ditions; the downstream boundary was chosen tc be well past the

expected point of transition and the boundary conditions were chosen

in such a way that any reflected upstream effect was minimised.

In the mainstream the solution was expected tc decay in the

familiar exponential manner, and on the base both the normal and

tangential perturbation velocity components were known to be

zero; consequently, in both cases, boundary conditions were sup¬

plied. Results were obtained for both a very small and a very

large perturbation. The first of these decoyed in the main

throughout all boundary layer levels cLownstrean and the latter

reached a statiicnarity of amplitude which was thought to indicate

the onset of turbulence. Since computing time was long and the

storage requirements enormous, more detailed results could not be

obtained by refinement of the discrete mesh.

1.3 The Edinburgh Research;-

_1_. The low speed wind tunnel in the University of Edinburgh

was completed in 1964, and has throughout been under the super¬

vision of Dr. M.A.o. Ross of the Department of Natural Philosophy.

Many interesting and varied experiments in both the linear and

non-linear aspects of flat plate stability have been carried out

within it.

Kersley began the work by performing the initial calibration

and /
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and experiments. Barnes followed, repeating Schubauor and

Skranstad's experiments and investigating amplification curves

for small disturbances. In turn Eoss locked, extensively at the

very small perturbations, the neutral curve, and later on at

larger disturbances He was followed by Robertson who is still

engaged in finite amplitude work at present.

Disturbances in the boundary layer are generated by a

vibrating ribbon. These oscillate with constant frequency S Q

which suggests that any perturbation grows downstream and not in

time. Consequently equation (1.2) is presented in the discussion

as an eigenvalue problem for the complex local wave number 'OC
.

A hot wire is used for the observations and results are determined

für root mean square (r.m.s.) values of the downstream perturbation

velocity components. Frequency harnonics are observable, and

comparisons have shown that in nearly all cases the first or

fundamental harmonic closely approximates the theoretical pre¬

dictions of Jordinson and those given here. The second harmonic,

although smaller prior to transition can be detected, provided

noise does not interfere. Mean flow distortion which is brought

about by energy interaction akin to equation (1.1) has been

recognised in the presence of non-linear disturbances.

_2,, Numerical techniques for solving algebraic eigenvalue

problems have been devised by Osborne, rofs.[iO],[11J , [12J .

The technique described in the last of these papers was based

upon Newton's method and it sclvaef for both the eigenvalue and

eigenvector of a given system and included the case of a non¬

linearly/
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linearly occurring eigenvalue. In another paper, ref. [13J> the

method was used to study the time amplitude disturbance employing

a rational difference approximation to the Orr-Sommerfeld equation

similar to that of Kurtz. Jordinson, ref.[5j , has since extended

the associated computer program to consider the space-anplified

case in which O^ is taken to be the eigenvalue parameter in (1.2),
procector-e

This has provided a precedent for comparison with experiment,

and a foundation for the ensuing work in which the same method is

used.

Space and time amplified disturbances have also been looked

at recently for a variety of similar and non-similar profiles,

the critical R.No. of 520 for the Blasius case is the same as

that found by Jordinson, ref.[9] , [21] ,
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CHAPTER 2

The hathematical Formulation

2.1 Derivation of the Equations:-

1_. In the motion of any viscous incompressible fluid the

Navier-Stokes equations are normally assumed to be satisfied. In

the usual voctor notation these are -

^r + v.Vv t= -V? -h^ <*>

In addition there is the continuity equation

V'. y r O <b> (2-1)

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are

(i) V" O t on any solid impermeable surface, (c)

(ii) 'Others dictated by the nature of the flow', (d)

The Navier-Stokes equations fall into a parabolic or elliptic

classification of partial differential equation depending in many

cases upon whether the motion in question is time dependent or

not. Only in exceptionally simple flows do conditions of the

type (2.1.c) guarantee sufficient information for a unique

solution to the problem, and the general rule is that (2.1.d)

type boundary conditions are present. These latter conditions

are frequently very complex from the mathematical point of view

which together with the non-linearity of the equations makes it

very difficult to prove results about existence and uniqueness,

In view of these difficulties assumptions concerning the

nature of the flow under investigation are frequently made. There

are several examples of these, but here the one we shall be

concerned/
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concorned with is Prandtl's 'Boundary Layer Theory1, which is

valid for high R.Nc, and which takes -viscous effects into account

only in a thin region of fluid close to a solid surface. If this

surface is flat one can take coordinates tangential and normal to

it. In such a case normal derivative quantities, ie. in the 'z'

direction, say, are in general greater than tangential derivative

quantities, i.e. in the 'x' direction. Equation (2.1) is then

simplified by discarding supposedly smaller quantities. Other

assumptions about a flow might be more basic in nature. For

example, it may be assumed to be strictly two dimensional, or

possess a fixed wave state in a given direction or in time.

2_. ith B.L. theory the equations (2.1), in the case of

a uniform incompressible flew of velocity Uc ever a flat plate,

can ultimately be reduced tc an ordinary differential equation

which is presented in the form of a boundary value problem called

the Blasius problem.

In two dimensions the equations (2.1) which correspond to

the total flow can be written out in full as*

J far0 (C) (2.2)

and in the context of the flat plate B.L. the boundary conditions

are

(2.2.d,e)
7

(2.2.f)

* The notation is standard.
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= O (2.2.g,h)

The continuity equation (2.2.c) can be used to define a stream

function V^^y associated with the flow to give Us Sfry y^^^l

whence the vorticity can be defined as j^, ^ Z^H** ~
~

<iw

In the usual manner it is possible to eliminate the pressure

p(x,z,t) by differentiating (2.2~a) wr."t.z and (2.2b) w.r.t.x

and subtracting the latter equation from the former. The resulting

system is -

(a)

K ~ Ay (b) (2.3)

which can in turn be written as a single quasi-linear 4th order

equation iny , as

The boundary conditions are now

= o (b),(c)

(d)

2.2 The Fourier Series Representation:-

The physical situation under investigation is one in which

a small perturbation which oscillates in time with frequency H

is imposed upon the Blasius B.L. Under certain conditions this

amplifies downstream and reaches a size where the mean flow is in

fact distorted by the energy transferred to it from the pertur¬

bation. The ultimate stage of development is that of a possible

three-dimensional structure prior to the transition of the

laminar flow into turbulence.

The/
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The mathematical model chosen tu represent the phenomena

theoretically as far as the nenn flot? distortion is a double ended*

Fourier series expansion of

harmonics in o which can be written down as

where 'C is a small real constont, a 'chosen size factor' of the

perturbation. It is assumed that there are no problems of non-

convergence of (2,5) and that in the range of interest, which is

the initial onset of non-linearity, that the physical motion is to

all intents and purposes two-dimensional.

bince all the JQ '
, n = 0,1.2 etc. are linearly independent

it is therefore possible to look separately at the equations cor¬

responding to eacii harmonic. For example,

^ereth harmonic:-

ax

Afc (2.e,

first harmonic:- (^"4? P j

second/

(positive and negative loowers of)
1 \ (
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second harmonic:- C^ ' 3

v ^^

4
he coefficients of JQ ' andJg ' are the conjugates of

and (2.8).

Fcr equation (2.6), which corresponds to the mean flow, it

2
can readily be seen that the 0(C ) terms are responsible for the

distortion. Omission of these terns would presume the perturbation

to be infinitesinal, and would justify the use of the Blasius

solution for ^^-^ . This is precisely what classical linear theory

purports to do, ncmely to superimpose an infinitesimal perturbation

upon a mean flow, which itself separately satisfies the equation

of continuity. In such a case equation (2.7) would become a

linear homogeneous problem for the determination of ^4*7 an<^

equation (2.8) would net be present.

2
The inclusion of 0(C ) terms admits the onset of non-

linearity, and thus involves equation (2.8)j however to this

order of accuracy it is quite in keeping to use the *4^ aJidv4^ as

determined by linear theory, since the residual error is 0(C )

in (2.7) and 0(C ) in (2.8). If higher accuracy is required a

serious problem arises; this will be discussed later on in the

chapter.

2, In addition to assuming the perturbation to be periodic

in time and two dimensional, it will also be assumed, in

accordance/
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accordance vi+h dossier! the-my, -that it is Tonally periodic

downstream in x This means that (2.5) will be rewritten as

1
+- " (2.9)

Caiyc *"
, \ -IZiotx,

where ^{%Z)~ 9,ta); S^C**' ~ -e CM*) ,otc.

This Fourier expansion model is the one adopted in all the

ensuing work in the thesis. The problen for the determination cf

<Pj ,
which is homogeneous when 0(C ) terms are ignored, is of

eigenvalue type. CK , which occurs nonlinearly in the differen¬

tial equation, is the eigenvalue, and is in general complexj^r^" .

When the equation for <bj is derived later it will be shewn that

the eigenvalue problem is a functional relation involving oC
) ß f

^Vq ,
and the R.No. Bs say. Since II increases in the down¬

stream direction Pt changes and so the wavelength of the distur¬

bance,c^j-, is merely local, as is the rate of amplification, odt'.

In view of this it nay seem that the examination of <p$ a-t

various downstream locations is a rather artificial method of

approach, but comparison with experiment in both Jordinson's

thesis and here has been extremely promising. In chapter 3 the

topic of separable solutions in the light of the above will be dis¬

cussed. The equation for<b2 is inhomogeneous. J^cL is in general

not an eigenvalue of 2.. öj^jR and so solution is therefore direct.

It has been the practice when perfermine computations to

normalise/

This separation is discussed in chapter 5 and chapter 8.
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normalise (Di by choosing !j/k ] [ . t . Suitable values of C are

then employed in accordance with experimental results. Although

C is expected to be snail it may be advantageous to look at 0(C )

terns, namely the right hand side of equation (2.7). To this

order the value of ^ on the left hand side of the equation must

2
include mean flow distortion to 0(C"")0 This will offset the

singularity of the equation which means that if suitably good ap¬

proximations to (hi and Q)_are known* it is technically solvable for

a better estimate of 4). . Unfortunately attempts to solve this

equation resxilted in very large answers which in all probability

were caused by trying to solve a set of linear equations with a

matrix of small determinant. The project was therefore carried no

further.

In spite of the difficulties encountered in numerical cal¬

culation it might still be argued that a larger choice of C would

overcome the rounding error difficulties and an attempted

solution of (2.7) to 0(C ) would then be possible. This is a

topic for future research.

3_t If the non-linear differential operator acting upon W

in equation (2.4a) is denoted by 33} then

expanded and 0(C2) is ignored (2.6) becomes ^(ty^^O (21)>

since^fyL is time independent. To the same order of approximation

(2.7) becomes x

L c< ft ^V.m=0 <-2-11>

where L is an ordinary differential operator acting upon the

parameters/

* e.g. by solving equatirns (2.7) and (2.8) for <|v , (hV) and

0(C3) and 0(C4).
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parameters w, ß|*v and the known ^>| . Boundary conditions are not

given here but it should be made known in advance that these lead

to the eigenvalue nature cf the problem. Equation (2.0) gives

similarly) ^
L. (2-,2ß, R/-fe)i= -f C4>,) (2.12)

where L is the same differential operator^ raid which depends here

upon^^Ä SjK and1^ in the same manner, f is a known non¬

linear operator.

Tho approach to the problem involving the double ended

Fourier Series might be criticised from the point of view that

not only does the series representation itself not converge, but

that the equations for each harmonic themselves involve a possibly

non-convergent infinite series of terras. There is no direct an¬

swer to this criticism beyond the observation that a more con¬

ventional scheme based upon orders of magnitude would not be

sufficient to guarantee mean flow distortion. This is trivially

il3-ustrated by writing

Since the time dependence is assumed to be of an oscillatory

nature and the mean flow,H^L? cannot oscillate, it is therefore

undistorted. In addition, since the time harmonics are linearly

independent, the counterparts of equations (2.7) and (2.8) do

not possess 0(C ) and 0(C*) terms which means that the approach

of (2.13) is even more restricted in describing the initial stages

of non-linearity than (2.5). The mean flow distortion therefore

requires the harmonic expansion model and its exanination can be

reduced/
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reduced to looking at the coupled equations.

L(.<*> ß,&,%)<$>,-= o
where operators, parameters and functions are as before and g is

a known non-linear operator. (214) and its solution will be

fully discussed later but it is worthwhile noticing here that

since the distortion is expected to be very small, the final an¬

swers for V|^ j <ö(, and fo, are not expected to be -very different from

the Blasius v*j^i and the undistorted eigensystem (<Xj(p,Which should

serve as a good initial approximation in an iterative procedure.

Equation (2.14.b) for (i), includes the distortion due to the

0(C ) correction in HS. but ignores the terms corresponding to the
oCcV 4

right hanär-sMe- of equation (2.7) which appears to be of the same

relative order of magnitude when the factor !C is cancelled.

There is no real possibility however of solving the almost sin¬

gular problen because of the instability, consequently only the

mean flow distortion effect upon (2.14.b) can be included.
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CHAH3B 3

The Blasius Boundary layer and Infinitesimal Disturbances within It

3.1 The Boundary Layer;-

Classical boundary layer (B.L.) theory assumes the existence

of a thin .layer of fluid close to a solid impermeable surface in

which the velocity of the fluid rises quickly from zero at the

surface, to approximately the mainstream value a small distance

away. Thus, if (. and t) are representative values of down¬

stream measurement and B.li. thickness respectively, then e'(^ '

In the case in question there is a uniform parallel incompressible

stream of constant velocity Uo flowing over a semi-infinito flat

plate. The flow is time independent, and so the Navier-btokes

equations of motion and the continuity equation in (2.1) reduce to

+ Wau -.1. jP 4-

c)W
>_ r\ continuity (c) (3.1)

with the boundary conditions

(3.1.g,h)

The practice in the solution of many physical problems is to

introduce non-dimensional coordinates in order to assess the

relative magnitude of terms in an equation. If some of these ap¬

pear to be very much smaller than others when the coordinates are

introduced, it could then be argued that the answer determined

neglecting/

mean flow velocity and pressure components
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neglecting such terras is a goed approximation to the final solution.

Despite the smallness of the terms theory relating to the goodness

of the approximation is frequently very difficult to develop.
V c1

In the B.L. the (_ and J) association of the tangential and

normal coordinates x and z might suggest from the continuity

equation (3.1c) that Vv/(J*"*ÖWy ^nd also that the 'z'

derivatives outweigh the 'x1 derivatives in a proportion of

This would infer that in (3.1a) for example the

'largest' terms on either side of the equation were of the same

order of magnitude, namely U^ (orWÖU ) and V * ^/>Z
hence O(^0(fj> - tj^ O(^) (3-2)

notation in mathematical terms means 'of the order of

and the interpretation is a rigorous one; whereas in the physical

sense of ref [15J > which is what is me nt here, a better trans¬

lation might be 'of the same relative size as'. If the down-

stream Reynolds Number (R.Nc), R , is defined to be 'v
,
which

will be large for small viscosity, it can be seen from (3.2) that

the ratio of the B.L. thickness 5} (^t) to the downstream distance

the B.L. therefore thickens downstream. In accordance with the

argument the following non-dimensional coordinates can be in¬

troduced. ,/? i

x

U'=U/Uc
which on substitution into (3.1) gives

ay (a)
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c) (3-3)

Since R*, a typical local (i.e. constant) It.No, is a large parameter

B.L. theory ignores 0(B~ ) and solves the original set of equations

(31 ) by the approximations

-Ji (a)

- o (e) o.4)

2^. If U(x) were some mainstream velocity outside the B.L.

equation (3.4.a) would then yive ^ HV zi -*r , from which

the pressure could be substituted back into (3.4a). In the case

of U(x)~ Uo, constant, the pressure gradient is clearly zero.

The equation (3.4a) is parabolic and cjuasi-linear in z.

It is certainly a degeneration of its Navier-Stokes equivalent

(2.1.a), but the solution still depends upon some assumption

concerning the flow profile. In many B.L. examples it happens

that the velocity profilos are 'similar' to one another at nearly

all downstream coordinates which in mathematical terms implies

that Uvm^)- ^o^1/j[$<))where o(x) , as before, is some measure

ment of (3.5) B.L. thickness. Schlichting, ref [i6] , pp.82 and

126, gives substance to the argument that ^(K)'s/ X > which

has already been loosely described in (3.2).

It is new possible to reduce (3.4) by means of the argument

summarised/

* Taken initially to be E .
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summarised in (35) to an ordinary differential equation in which

-.

-'fa-
the independent variable is proportional to Z. K . This it

perhaps tho greatest s-aLcipl-ifilaticn of all because non-linoar

3_. A stream function*^ can be associated vith the flow,

from (3.4.C)

(3.4.a) then becomes

3X32
Equation (2.6) can be re-obtained by differentiation vith respect

2 -1
to z. Terms of the order of C and E are excluded. This

x

demonstrates that the ^f^, definition is entirely consistent with

the zercth harmonic equivalent of the preceding chapter, with the

disturbance size infinitesiml. In view of the siuilcrity profile

one can define the- non-dimensional coordinate

J i ^ V)J i
(i.e. U= L4t (i^ ) from waich (3.6) becomes

i.e.
r til r- /< lj_ ^N-J- ~f- 4- +- i^) (3.8.a)

'(h) ( ^ )Since U= U0~f'(h)-d V-( ^ )
the boundary conditions \j^ W*"0 on tho plate, i.e. z = 0 or

h =0 and U~>UO outside the ::.L. , i.e. "2C~> ©O
, yield

Pe) 0 (3.8.b)

(C)r O (3.8.C)

pf0)- ' (3.8.d)

The/
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The non-linear 3rd order ordinary differential equation (3.3.a)

is called the Blasius equation, and, subject to the three boundary

conditions (3.8,b, c, d), is known to possess a unique solution,

ref[i-9J It is not possible to obtain this solution in closed

form and numerical methods must be used.

The Blasius equation (3.8a) has the useful property that if

t~(t\) satisfies it, then so does drC^r)), where O, is an arbitrary

constant of homology. This means that the boundary value problem

(3.8) can be transformed into an intial value one. In ref [15J

p.223,'it is shown that if the differential equation is solved

1 11
with the initial conditions F(0) = o, F (O) = 0, and F (o) = 1,

i

then r* (I) ***"^* constant asn-^oO and that the choice of
3/r'V \ *3/5L

j" \Qj ZZ. C-f-* (oO)) solves the Blasius problem.

In ref [i9]it is demonstrated that if the second derivative

of the Blasius equation is assigned a positive value atn~O
,

with the other two derivatives zero, then the first derivative

is bounded and tends to a positive limit as fs-^oC . This com¬

pletely justifies the initial value approach and calculations

using a Runge-Kutte method with steps of H^ 0 have shown that

f is constant to 9D after about 80 steps. Trials have shewn

the method to be very stable with respect to step length and

initial data variation.

The solution of the Blasius boundary value problem typifies

the flat plate B.L., as observed experimentally, the corres¬

pondence with physical observation being best in regions of

intermediate R.No. Close to the leading edge the similarity

profile/
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profile is less valid due to deviations in the mainstream velocity

from the constant value oi the theory. Uowas+reaia in

repions of higher E.No. turbulence sets in and consequently the

urjuuent is nc longer entirety ten&ble.

The contents of this thesis are confined tc regions of the

flow where the similarity solution is either valid or where

deviations from it can be calculated.

2,. The following definitions will new be made,

i) Boundary Layer Displacement Thickness <j@

S,= 5-O- ) J* (2*i

(3.9)

^n^2 ' ?2Otd'b' (3.1c). This is termed the Blasius constant.

(ii) Displacement Thickness Reynolds Number ,j^

R~ Me5' (3.11), i.e. ft - m Rv
This R.No., based upon the B.L. thickness, is frequently

employed when discussing hydrodynamic stability problems.

In terns of the similarity solution the velocity components

and required derivations are
' W

2.x

t (3.12.a-f)

In a non-dimensional coordinate system based upon proportionality

to/
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to H
, U remains the same but varies. In fact it is worth noting

'2.
that as n-^'X) outside the B.L., - V -Z~">5 &n^ n0^ "k

zero which gives clear evidence of thickening. Curves of constant

n are drawn in fig [i] showing that any B.L. contour is parabolic

n shape, horeover, the 'V normal component terms are of O( f\,v /
in

times corresponding downstream 'U1 component terms.

It therefore appears evident that in any subsequent analysis

such terms should be kept in order to be consistent with the

assumptions of B.L. theoiy which ignores (/) \\X / There is

experimental support for normal component term retention. In the

Edinburgh wind tunnel working section 40^000 \C Ex 4- 3^GOGfOGG,

which at the lower limit gives \frj (eO) C^ 0- ÖO4?U0which is

about fyfo of the free stream velocity.

3.2. The Linear Perturbation;-

_1_. The discussion in chapter 2 is for the present confined

to the linear perturbation, which is now studied in more detail.

This is represented by "f.*. The physical environment is one of an

infinitesimal oscillation of frequency p and the downstream

dependence is assumed tc be of a locally periodic nature which

enables cne to write ^(^"Z")-^ A^. The stream function for the

total flow will for tlie present be represented as

where/

* when 0(C ) is ignored in equation (2.7)
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where C represents the magnitude cf the disturbance. (2.7)

becomes

(AHi)

'^ is to O(, r\y ) the solution of the Blesius equation, from which

one can immediately assume that

^^?" d*. (3.15.a)

and that ^CAS) ^
(3.15.c)

from continuity. C has been cancelled in (3,14;

Consequently (3.14) can bo written as

u-/3)(3f--*a)<)>,--OfU

(3.16)

where J-> Ä < | *X
^

L J? has been cancelled.

_2. It is the usual practice to introduce non-dimonsicnal

coordinates to represent equations akin to (3.16). In the general

B.L. case, as in the case of the Blasius nuan flow, a non-

dimensional normal coordinate is selected locally*, which is

proportional to "2 X an<^ consequently parallel to T) . The

B.L. displacement thickness %f is usually chosen to be the

reference length, from which one has -

(i)/

* i.e. for fixed downstream distance x.
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(i) 7L = ."Z

(ii) U Uj Uq
(in) w w/yD
(iv) 'r j3S,/ K

(v) o<
*

r o^ §,

, hence

Ja

hence (vi) ^L -~r -2L

Using these coordinates.

(3.16) becomes

er

2%
- L /-

R^

n

and

1

Oa/is OCRJ )

dropping the primed notation,

(3.1T)

The omission of the underlined terms implies that the mean flow

is parallel and (3.17) is reduced to the familiar Orr-Sominerfeld

equation. As it stands, however, (3.17) is the most general

equation for a linear two dimensional perturbation in the thickening

flat plate boundary layer with the assumption of separability. The

relative importance of omission or inclusion of the new terms

will be discussed later.

_3_. The boundary conditions for (3.17) are now considered.

Each of the perturbation velocity components vanishes on the flat

plate. These can be denoted by V/j and W| respectively,

i.e. Ur ^. Ä ^*X$; (a)

and W, ~ ~<>h ^-Ltf-i 4SI (b) (3.18)

The boundary conditions at the plate are therefore

} = <$%(O) - O^ (3.19.a,b)

More/
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More conditions aro neodcc1
s however., cince (3,17) is 4th

order, and further information can in fact be obtained by examining

the behaviour of the equation outside the B.L. As "ZI-> oö

U->l
, (i.e. 1=i-^O )

and W-i>1 (~W</0) , a function of % alone, (i.e. cLr~>Q ).

In view of this the asymptotic form of the differential equation

cen be written as

K (3.20).

The coefficients of (3.20) are constant and sc the solution is a

sum of exponential terms. SinceJJ~ s{ is a factor of the linear

differential operator, and that a decaying solution is necessary

from the physical point of view, it is possible to write the

solution in the form

CD *
~ A xi*. -+- 1~3 -; >

^or large z, where A and

B are unknown constants and Ee (jC^ , ^)/^O. j satisfies the

quadratic equation

R WU)= |\ i. 5
f
and i^ R

in general. Therefore f^f-"^ R jo^-/^i , and so

( j{- (since ja([^.0*4- and X k inmost of the

calculations. Consequently it is assumed that dj, "s~'H-:

^< /^j /W - ^ (3.19.C)

for large z, which means 'values of z corresponding to points

sufficiently far out into the mainstream1.

If/
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If the flow is taken to bo parallel the- asymptotic argument

follows in an even simpler manner by way of dropping p^ v\/w>) I" in

the quadratic equation. This means that the boundary condition

(3.19.c) can be applied equally well to both the Grr-Semnerfeld

equation and the extended equation (3.17),

Equation (3,17) subject to the boundary conditions (3.19) is

homogeneous and its solution is cf eigenvalue type as is the

original Orr-Sommerfeld problem. The only differences between

the two cases are the additional odd order derivative components

1in (3.17). Their coefficients are small, however, being 0(E ),

so that one might reasonably expect that corresponding solutions

in the two cases to be relatively close.
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C&iPTER 4

The Numerical jfethods

4.1 The Discretisation of tho Differential Equation;-

Attention is now turned to the numerical solution of the

linear perturbation equation ^

3^4

Subject to the boundary conditions

(O)= OjD^ /<p-^^ae2r5>cO (4.i.b,c,d)

Integration of this equation cannot be carried out exactly

by conventional means and the use of some kind of numerical

approximating technique is inevitable. The usual method of

treating a differential equation over a given range is to divide up

the range into grid points and replace the derivatives in the

differential equation by consistent discrete approximations In

the case in question the problem is of boundary value type, and

since no singularity exists, there is no part of the range which

warrants a more sensitively estimated solution than any other. A

central difference scheme with an equal step length is therefore

taken, and it is hoped that a finite range of integration can

be chosen by imposing the asymptotic condition at some value of

z corresponding to a point in the mainstream. The result of this

operation is to represent the boundary value problem as a linear

algebraic matrix system.

Discrete approximations to the derivatives at the end

points/
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points of "the range require fictitious solution values from out¬

side the range. These can be eliminated by boundary conditions,

-or by extrapolation This topic is discussed later.

_2. For a function f and step length h, the central and mean

difference operators t> and J4 are defined by

j
-24

In theory a derivative can be approximated to any order of

AH r

aceure-cy by using a series based upon powers of ^> or of Wo

K = 0,1.2, etc., depending on whether or not the derivative

is even or odd. The greater the number of terms taken in the

series the wider the influence of implicitly involved solution

values becomes. In fact a stage is reached when the exterior

grid points require extrapolated ap roxiraaticn which reduces

validity and increases the threat of instability. If the dis¬

crete ordinate z is denoted by z.(= ih), at the itli step, and

the discrete approximation to d> (J2?^ ] is denoted by ro ,
the

fourth derivative expansion is -

where 0(h )* is rejected. Lo%rer order derivatives can be

similarly represented. Termination of the series at ^j would

reduce/

* The '0' notation is used here in a strictly mathematical sense.
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2
reduce the truncation error to 0(h ) and in order to retain

0(h ) it is necessary to change the dependent discrete unknown

to C|' where ^ *

^.-O + K^K+S >?i (4.3)

following Kurtz and Jordinson.

K^ and Kl must be chosen to satisfy

h^i-- %:+ o(S'j(4.4)> i#e# 0(h6}
which in full is

^ ^ <§ 2.

+ OCS";
Consequently the unique choice of fy^ ~ "7" and Ka"* ^'"^ '

enables one to write

from which the lower order, derivatives

(4.7,

*s" O'
(4.6) is given to 0{h ) and the others to 0(h ), This lower

order of truncation is ultimately adopted for solving the eigen¬

value problem as in Jordinson's program. The higher order is

still used, however, in all ensuing calculations involving non¬

linear combinations. To 0(h ) (4.6) is
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The full linear equation can be written down symbolically as

>. ~ O (4.9)

Biscretised this becomes, with an error of G(h ), having

multiplied by a factor of h. throughout:

The boundary conditions at the origin are

<§o= o =s> (l+-tSa")3t,^ o (4,,0.b)

$ O rr^> ( i^S) <3c= o
(4.10.c)

The outer boundary condition in most calculations is imposed

at

j o *> a"fc ^ne nthstop say, giving

i.e. *jn+- ^ " J0 s = 1,2,3 (4,10.d)
~

'<

It is also necessary to calculate <p .
which requires three

A. r,

mesh points either side of any given point. Fortunately in all

cases where © occurs, the coefficient is known to be zero. The
-to

exterior g's required then reduce to g , a- ., g , g , g ,
n+3 n+2 n+1 o -1

g . The first three are immediately known from (4.10.d).

g- = p comes from (4.10.c) and g = -\r fron (4.10.b). g
1 x ox 2

can be determined by assuming the differential equation to hold

a1V

See chapter 5.
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at the oriein. Since (J
the eq/uation reduces to

s-s O

which can be written in its discretised form as

VA} T !-'v2-; O Iti ApT YZ./'J^ Ywhich gives
,

Z

FC 4

g is solved for from b^oin terms of the other g's.

2_ The normal component terms in the discrete coefficient

matrix were added to the subroutine 'matrix' written by Osborne

and Jordinson for the Orr-Sommerfeld equation in such a way that

the extra components could be included or excluded in the- cal¬

culations. In order to ensure that the additions were correct

a separate computation was carried out on a hand machine and

compared to a printout of the programmed version.

4.2 The Iterative Methodt-

1. The non-linear eigenvalue problem is of precisely

the same type as that due to Osborne and considered by Jordinson.

His thesis gives a full description of the iterative method as

applied to it. Since the method requires no alteration for this

work the description is made as brief as possible with important

points highlighted.

The/

* This assumes that tho differential equation is satisfied at

the origin.
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The solution of the discretised equation con be written in

algebraic form as

M(2)\/~ O (4.12)

where M is a heptadiagonal square matrix for the case of the full

discrete linear equation inclusive of normal component terrnr,,5^. is

the computed eigenvalue and x the computed eigenvector. Jorcliiisoxi

has already shown from calculations that the physically significant

value of * is isolated for the Orr-Soramerfeld equation, which the

present results do not contradict.

Osborne, ref.[i2J > developed his method to solve systems

of the type (4,12) by considering the equation

M^^M^fM*. (4.13.a), subject to S . V Ä O (4J3.b)

where x and _s_ are fixed non-zero vectors and K is a constant.

The problem (4.13) is posed in order to obtain an eigenvalue <

say, which will cause f to vanish in general. V
, say, depends

upon ^ and will correspond to the eigenvector of (4.13) on

solution, therefore it can be arbitrarily normalised. In this

context f can be thought of as a scaling factor. The condition

.(4.13.b) could be chosen in many ways. The simplest, and that

which is used in the computer program, is the choice of

X- ''ß"" ' . If p, 1^ p^ n, is the component of

maximum modulus of V
, one can select 5 ~ - * and r\ "^ \

as did Osborne and Jordinson.

Newton's method is now applied to find the zero of |-(^cor¬
responding/
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responding to the solution of the eigenvalue problem (4*13). In

order to to this dt-C j ds( is required together with a sufficiently-

good starting approximation, tX,
n
say. Differentiation of (4..13)

w. r.t. o(, gives
*M

V + M<^ -

<** -1
Preraultiplying (4.14.a) by M yields

- i
V . ctV

_
jx jrl<*f ff * and eliminating

^, one obtains

v - sT K!x
-jz -

- -

Using (4.13.a) to eliminate jc gives finally

I
^"'du V )

2, It can be shown that (4.15) gives an improved estimate

ofc( , ref[i2J . The vector 5( is choson to be maximised in the

direction of the eigenvector in order to make the method succeed,

sinco equations of the type /iMjr Z are being solved, and the

matrix \*\ is becoming progressively closer to singularity. This

is now illustrated.

Suppose c< is a good approximation to the eigenvalue t<. and

the vector V >
when scaled, is sufficiently close in norm to

the eigenvector V ,
in the sense that

Vr XV -v r >
vhere ^

for sone small^ .

Then if Yi(pC) is continuously differentiable, the mean

value/
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value theorem gives "*

A/\ (p< ) x=. /^\ (c<. ) 4- ^ ^ ^ ^-^^ PP,
(4.1 S)

And so when jA^ \oljQ. - Z is solved, one can, if |o("^| is

sufficiently small and if H Jew is not nearly singular, write

^,r ($*-) (^)z ^ ^ vhere

Thereby the choice ~Z. ~ V fives

^
c -a)

maximising u in the direction of V .

In view of this, if the i th apixtoximations of #
, X , and.Vjare

denoted byo/--, X-, and V , the adopted iteration takes the

form

*P, is the suffix of the component of maximum modulus of \ .'.

2_. The iteration (4.17) provides both eigenvalue and eigen¬

vector simultaneously. In both Jordinson's calculations and

those described here, starting values of Ofö to within 0.02 of

the final value, and v ~ j have proved very successful. The

convergence criterion is based upon the magnitude of | Q^ j C*t-., |

at the ith stage and when this is sufficiently small the

iteration is terminated. This is reduced to 0(10 ) by six

or seven iterations at most for a wide range of data. If a

more accurate estimate of C* $ is known then the number of

iterations is in general smaller.
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. 5

Results of the Eigenvalue Problem

5.1 The Effect of Boundary Layer Thickening upon the Eigenvalues

Prom a physical or experimental viewpoint, the eigenvalue

^ , (jz: dx + <-id{.) , may in B© -interpreted &s followsc Tb.G real

part (X?-3 'p <h*K\ 6 is inversely proportional to the

wave length X of the disturbance, and the imaginary part -**7
- 2.d;t

corresponds to the local rate of amplification, c.f. the -

terms in chapter 2. ^ is determined as an eigenvalue of p and

R and the computer program which solves for it is described in

the appendix. All the calculations of c(r which are shown are

positive, ol{ on the other hand can take either sign. The locus

of e(l Ö is known as the 'curve of neutral stability1 . *C "?

corresponds to damping and w^0 to amplification. The shape

of this curve is well known, see fig. [2] 5 it has two branches,

with the zone of amplification inside.

Results for suitably selected values of /5 and rC are given

in table 1. In columns (1) and (3) the real parts and in

columns (2) and (4) the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues are

given, corresponding respectively to the inclusion (A), and

omission, (B), of the normal component terms. In both cases

the table shows that o(f increases almost linearly with ,p ,
for

fixed R| but dI changes sign twice for the larger R.Nos., cor¬

responding to ei traverse across both branches of the neutral

curve. ith fixed p , c(r again increases almost linearly with R

and c^ivaries in a more complicated manner. :.' ;.

.- Eacperinentally, .interest/
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interest in the solution focuses itself upon the variation of

the wavelength. X of a small disturbance with the non-dimensional

freq-euncy parameter F = Pfj^^nt A is inversely proportional

to the dimensional equivalent of s(r namely &rj> **V tv c

6 4
"Values of o(f r\ )C \U are given in table 2 These are almost

constant for constant F as R increases which shows that the local

wave number varies little, giving substance to the assumption

in chapter 2.

The qualitative result obtained is similar in both cases

(A) and (B), For the former case the values of </r and or are,

in general, less than those in the omission case (B). The reduc¬

tion in elf amounts to about 0.003 at E = 400,0.002 at R = 1000,

and 0.0007 at R = 2000. For a(i the reduction increases as J?

increases and this continues right in the second damping

region downstream of branch II of the neutral curve. However,

in the first damping region, as M decreases below its branch I

value, the reduction falls to a minimum and then rises again.

Since**,' ^ 0 implies amplification case (A) represents a slightly

less stable B.L. The difference of the <r between the cases

is roughly inversely proportional to R, this is also true for

41 i near branch I. The lessening of stability puts the (A)

neutral curve locus of ä(l~ 0 outside the (B) curve as com¬

puted by Jordinson. By running the program for closely spaced

P at R = 490,500(5)520,530 it was shown that Jordinson's

critical Reynolds Number (R ) of 520 was lowered to a value
c

just/
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just below 500; E is the intercept of the left hand vertical
c

tangent of the neutral curve on the E axis. The maximum value

of P, which was previously 248x10 was increased to 260, and

the results which are given in table 3 for the cases (A) and (B)

are depicted in fig [2] . Jordinson's computed values of<^,~ were

on average about 4$& larger than the equivalent experimental

estimates of local wave number but the inclusion of the normal

component terms has reduced this to about 2fa.

5.2 The Curve of Neutral Stability;-

J_. The new neutral curve,. (A) in fig [2] , gives a very

good correspondence with experimental observations for large R.

However, for smaller R this correspondence is somewhat less

satisfactory; in fact the two theoretical curves are substantially

closer to one another than either is to the experimental one in

this region of the flow.

Some years ago work in the Edinburgh wind tunnel displayed

the presence of amplification up to F = 400 and an R of 370.
c

This evidence prompted the inclusion of the normal component

terms in the first place. At present there seems to be two pos¬

sible explanations for the differences still outstanding.

2. Firstly, Brown, ref[i] allowed for the possibility of

slight adverse pressure gradient in the boundary layer for lower

values of R. Mathematically this meant replacing the Blasius

mean/

* In all ensuing work, and in the tables, the 10 factor for

F is dropped.
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R ß
400

50C

630

8C0

1250

calculated with unci ^itJumt tho ten
representing boun ary Isyer ,rovth.

r(A) (3)
i

0.02
0.04
0.06
0.L8

0.11

0.12

0.02

.04
0.06
0.08
0.10

0.12

Ü.14

0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10

0.12

0.14

0.16

0.04
0.06
U.08

0.10
0.12
0.14

C.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.14

0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.14

0.U6414
0.11989
0.16576
0.2C849
Ü.25OL8
0.29117

0.06776
0.12298
0.16941
0.21331
0.25635
0.29895
0.34117

0.12592
0.17235
u.21862
0.26329
0.30749
0.35114
0.3939S

0.12883
0.17744
0.22452
0.27096
0.31677
0.36165

0.07605
0.13156
0.18163
0.23046
0.27855
0.32566
0.37166

0.07814
0.13439
0.18616
C.23680
0.28643
0.33442
0.37944

c<;
0.024577
0.020379
0.01512c
0.01014i

0.006276
0.004047

0.021862
0.016735
0.010693
O.L05331
O.ÜO16O5
O.LOÜO29
0.000893

0.013088
0.006289

0.000764
-0.002480
-0.002960
-O.OCO379
0.005513

0.009415
0.001977

-0.003389
-C.OU5699
-0.004494
0.000560

0.014371
0.006060

-0.001756
-0.006603
-0.007561
-0.004157
0.004021

0.012159
0.002791

-0.005115
-0.009016
-O.OO8O55
-0.001695
0.010558

s< r
0.06811
0.12308
0.16895
0.21172
0.25J30

0.29433

0.12556
0.17x5
0.21^97
0.25896
0.30149
0.34361

0.12803
0.17542
L.22077
u.26537
u.3u949
0.35304
0.39575

0.13055
0.17919
0.22623
0.27260
0.31831
O.363C8

0.07744
C.13298
0.18305
0.23183
0.27984
0.32686
0.37224

0.07926
0.13556
0.18731
0.23788
0.28743
0.33533
0.38021

I.026871
C.021009
0.015407
Ü.C1U457
0.006737
0.004678

0.017054
0.010859
0.005594
0.00202C
O.UOO5V7
0.001608

0.013222
0.0064U1
0.001001

-0.002103
-O.OO245O
0.000254
0.006262

0.009453
O.OO2O71
-0.003168

-0.005358
-0.004044
0.001112

0.014631
0.006062
-0.001665
-0.006398
-0.007255
-0.003760
0.004498

0.012275
0.002783

-0.005023
-0.008829
-0.007784
-0.001352
0.010952

1500/



Table 1 (continued)

1500

2000

0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
C.12
G.14

0.02
0.04

0.06
0.08
0.10
0.12
Ü.14

(A)

0.07972
0.13686
0.19013
,24224
.29292

0.34101
0.38391

0.
0.

0.08209
0.14100

19687
25114
30265
34826

0.38154

0.010383
0.000208
-O.OO75O5
-0.010263
-0.007223
0.002230
Ü.018438

0.007599
-0.003622
-0.010450
-0.010581
-0.003108
0.012415
0.032240

0.08067
0.13782
0.19108
0.24313
0.29373
0.34171
0.38446

0.08282
0.14175
0.19758
0.25178
0.30321
0.34870
0,38188

0.010424
0.000204
-0.007414
-0.010090
-0.006981
0.002524
0.018740

0.007578
-0.003616
-0.010365
-0.010434
-0.002915
0.012610
0.032284



Table 2. Variation of vith R at constant P.

F x 10
6

40

50

80

100

R ß

500
1000
1500
2000

400

800
2000

500
1000
1250
1500

400
800
1000

0.02
0.G4
0.06
0.08

0.02
0.04
0.10

0.04
0.08
0.10
0.12

0.04
0.08
0.10

(A)

normal component
terms included

1.36
1.32
1.27
1.26

1.60
1.61
1.51

2.46
2.30
2.29
2.27

3.00
2.81

,
.4-

lO

(B)

normal component
terms excluded

1.41
1.32
1.27
1.26

1.70
1.63
1.52

2.51
2.32
2.30
2.28

3.08
2.83

2.79 2.80



Table 3. Points on the neutral stability curve calculated
with normal component terms included; the numbers
in brackets are calculated with equal accuracy
with normal component terms excluded.

E

500
505
510
515
520
530
570
600

675
725
800
1000
1250
1500
2000

F x 10

Branch I

OAA ( , i i )

229 ( )
221 ()
213 ()
208 (230)
198 (208)
166 (170)
147 (150)
116 (117)
100 (101)
84 ( 85)
56 ( 56)
38 ( 38)
27 ( 27)
17 ( 17)

P x 106
Brunch II

248 ( )
257 ( )
258 ( )
259 ( )
259 (231)
256 (242)
246 (238)
235 (229)
209 (206)
194 (191)
172 (170)
130 (129)
98 ( 98)
77 ( 76)
52 ( 52)
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mean flow equation by a Falkner-Skan type equation
Mr r r U '2

C (a)

(b),(c),(d). (5.2)

where ^ is a small negative parameter. For Y^ -0.02, it

was shown that E dropped to near 340 and. the boundary layor
c

became less stable with the enlargement of tiie neutral curve.

The recent studies of Wazzan, ref [21], and the Agard Report, ref.

[9] , have thoroughly investigated linear stability for Palkner-

Skan profiles and have also shewn that adverse pressure gradient

destabilises the B.L. In physical terms this means that there are

obstacles in the flow, consequently care has been taken in the

Edinburgh tunnel to keep these to a minimum.

3, The second explanation, for the differences that exist

between the theoretical and experimental neutral curves can be

put down to an experimental measurement criterion.* The physical

environment is one of a ribbon vibrating in the B.L. with con¬

trolled amplitude and frequency. Boot mean square values (r.m.s.)

of downstream perturbation velocity are measured by hot wire,

and insofar as the furJanic-rJ.t%l or fir&t harno::ic is ccncorneC

these are proportional to I (p,(zf)t In ^ne appendix it is

shown that in terms of non-dimensional coordinates,

u <X -JZ *xp ('Kx/R).C.|4fc>| (5.3)

where w. is the fundamental downstream component of velocity

and C the same size factor of the disturbance as considered in

chapter 2. Details of experimental and theoretical comparison

are/

* A disturbance amplifies or dampens according to whether its

maximum r.m.s. value increases or decreases downstream.
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are also given in the appendix, but it is assumed for the purposes

of linear disturbances that C is constant.*

On the other hand the distribution of | $t \ do es change

with increasing R.No., as can be seen from fig. [3] . Since

< < I K**> ''
, oept ear

o

Z is the point where J ^>, I is close to zero and it moves in

towards the plate as R increases, as does the point z ,
where

z corresponds to the maximum of lu) I between 0 and z**.
m .

* ' '
n

J <p(2T|*\' ( increases with R which means that if maxima are

compared, the relative increase in |(n reto.X. t-owns'tream must

be taken into account.

The theoretical criterion of neutral stability is taken to

beö'~ö $
which is zero rate of amplification. This definition

depends intrinsically upon the fact that CL> is a function of x.

The experimental criterion must therefore be similar, with the

rate of amplification adjusted so as to include the increase in

I Cb \^n\M ^e correction may be identified by writing

Therefore

ln(/ü,a )
and ~-,

witholding the x dependence of <o( * which is already absorbed

into/ .

* Possible non constancy is considered in chapter 8.

** z and z are therefore functions of x, or R.
m n
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into the definition. In the calculation no direct downstream

differentiation is possible but the eigenvalue problem can be

solved at close step lengths^f^ , where x = E/m in the non-

dimensional coordinates. If the distribution of I?, \ is known

at the Kth, K-1 th, and K + 1 th steps, say, the correction at

the Kth step can bo written in discretised form as either

or n-v / l At ft^ x i
__

j jJt-- vi\ 0>) (5.6)

The total amplification rate,' a(<y say, can now be written

d.own, using (5.6 a), as f,

o<: I In

The locus of OIt- " O corresponds to the adjusted neutral curve.

A computer program capable of determining Ca j- is already in

existence, but the task of finding the locus of oCj-~ O requires

several solutions of the eigenvalue problem followed by inter¬

polation. This is expensive with the present facilities and

consequently few results have been obtained.

A set of values of ^^- 2,10,20,50 and 100 were tested,

the results of which showed that A p^r^QWould be sufficient for

a preliminary indication of the effect of the j <h I increase

upon the amplification rate. A smaller value would be required

however for a more rigorous analysis. For F = 300,325,350 at

E = 250(50)650, test values of O^-f were found and inverse inter-

polati'.n was used to find R.Nos corresponding to (^?-i 0

The results suggested that E might be as low as 420 and F

as high as 340. These values are not quite in accordance

with/
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with experiment, but the improvement is evident. It is noteworthy

that the normal component terms contribute a small but significant

amount to the correction. The custanding difference might in part

be attributable to any remaining adverse pressure gradient, although

loss than Brown's 0.02 test value, and also to varij.tion in C. Any

such effects are difficult to assess accurately since experimen¬

tation is difficult at R.No.s below 700.

It should be pointed out once more that only a limited

number ofOvj- values were calculated, all at higher F numbers.

A thorough examination should include many more values, par¬

ticularly at higher R.No.s where it might be expected that the

correction is somewhat smaller due to the- much better corres¬

pondence between theory and experiment on the neutral curve. It

is to be hoped that this will be undertaken before long.

5.3 The Numerical Approximatitn;-

_1_, A set of results would be incomplete without an analysis

of the numerical parameters in the computation, since it is

essential that stabilitjr is assured in evtry sense before one

can hope that the discrete model in any way represents its con¬

tinuous counterpart. An obvious check would be to vary the

initial data by a small amount; if the change in the final

solution is not consistently small, one could suspect possible

instability. Further checks would involve varying the step

length in the calculations, and in the present oase the range.*

Table/

* i.e. applying the outer boundary condition at different

values of z.
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Table 1 alone is sufficient to demonstrate stability with.

respect to data variation. The questii n of how a discrete

problem over a finite range approximates a continuous one over

an infinite range has been found im ossible to answer in analytical

terms although a practical consideration is relatively straight¬

forward. In chapter 3 it was shown that the asymptotic condition

^ft I u)" - o( might reasonably be imposed at some suitable point

out in the mainstream.

The choices of z/C = 6 and h = 0.075 are taken in all
-I

quoted results and it is claimed in advance that any extension of

the range or reduction of mesh size adds little to the final out¬

come in view of the additional computer time required.

j2. Values of E = 900(100)1200 were chosen for the checks

with P = 80, i.e. ß - 0.72(0.08)0.96. These can be sunraarised

as follows.

(i) Extension of the range.

h = 0.075 was taken throughout in conjunction with z = 9?12. In

all eight results there was no detectable difference whatever

to 7D in the eigenvalues when compared to the 'z = 6' counter¬

parts. The normalised eigenvectors agreed to the seventh or

eighth decimal place at the 80th step corresponding to z = 6. No

table needs to be given.

(ii) Variation of the mesh size.

z = 6 was taken throughout in conjunction with the eight different

mesh sizes. The eigenvalue changes are more pronounced and are

recorded/
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recorded in table 4. The choice of n=30 seemed quite consistent

with the tasks being undertaken since the computing time is

proportional to at least the first power cf the number of steps.

Any smaller value cf n gives much cruder results, ref.[5J , es¬

pecially for C^ at higher R.No. The difference between the

eigenvalue computed for n = 80, E = 1OO0,F = 80 (i.e. ß - 0.08)

and the extrapolated eigenvalue, discussed later, is much less

than the difference between this value and its counterpart with

the normal component terms omitted, i.e.

(n = 80). case (A) Rl pts 0.23046 Im pt: -0.00660

extrapolated " 0.23045 -0.00662^

(n = 80). case (B). 0.23183 -0.00640

whereas for n = 40

case (D) G.23(556 -0.00660

The differences between the d<^ of case (B) for n = 40 and n = 80

are about 100 times greater in the real part and 10 times

greater for the imaginary part than the corresponding differences

between the n 80 and the extrapolated version of case (a). No

extrapolated values are available for case (B), but it seems

reasonable from Jordinson's work that the result is similar

which vindicates the sufficiency of 80 steps.

_3_ The truncation error of the differential equation is

0(h ), but an argument developed by Isaacson and Keller, ref.^] ,

p.436, for a discretisation of the simple harmonic problem shows

that the eigenvalue error may not be so good, üince this elemen¬

tary example is almost trivial compared to the problem under

discussion/

H
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discussion höre it appears wise to analyse the error exponents

of the computed eigenvalues prior to performing an extrapolation.

Let p be the error exponent from which one can write -

It is hoped that the choice of h is small enough to make K

virtually constant. An estimate for p is now simply found by

subtracting (i) from (ii) and (ii) from (iii),

i.e. <*.7m- ^

from which *> oi4th-~ oiZ\%

o< 2 K

The quantity on the right hand side of the equation will in

general possess a small imaginary part, but it should be closely

approximated by its modulus since tho real part is positive.

Hence taking logarithms

J ^ / n Z (5.9)

Table 5 gives some estimates of p for two values of h selected

from the data in table 4. The results appear tr support the

case that p=4, and that any deviation will be due principally

to the nonconstency of 1C; it is quite surprising how the slightly

smaller value of h has a much more consistent error exponent.

In view of this information it was decided to use p = 4

for the extrapolation of the eigenvalues in table 4. The smaller

value of h was used as well. This process of the determination

is/
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is perfectly straigMfcrwarcl, suppose

.Ar ,

and o

i.e, ö( r: ö^'K "*" 0^^ ^2h J 4-higher order terms

! S (5.10)



Table 4. Variation of eigenvalues with step length. To z = 6.

R

900

n h <*, o<

1100

1200

40

50
60

80
100
120
160

200

0.15
.12
.10

.075

.06

.05

.0375

.03

extrapolated

40

50
60
80
100

120

160
200

0.15
.12
.10

.075

.06

.05

.0375

.03

extrapolated

40

50
60
80

100

120
160
200

0.1!5
.12
.10
.075
.06
.05
.0375
.03

extrapolated

40

50
60
80
100
120

160
200

ext:

0.15
.12
.10
.075
.06

.05

.0375

.03
rapolated

0.2086504
.2085442
.2085179
.2084993
.2084939
.2084919
.2084905
.2084902
.2084900

0.2305609
.2305070
.2304803
.2304600
.
2304*537
.2304514
.2304498
.2304494

.2304491

.2527946

.2527732

.2527541

.2527365

.2527305

.2527282

.2527266

.2527261

.2527258

0.2751481
.2751976
.2751992
.2751920
.2751882
.2751865
.2751853
. 2751849
.2751847

-0.0032970
.0034264
.0034726
.0035019
.0035092
.0035120
.0035137
.0035142
.0035145

-0.0062934
.0064880
.0065583
.0066026
.0066145
.0066187
.0066214
.0066221
.0066224

-0.0079348
.0082071
.0083077
.0083716
.0083889
.0083950
.0083*989
.0084000
.0084008.

-0.0080165
.0083710
.0085054
.OO8"5922
.0086158
.0086242
.0086295
.0C863"09
.0086*313



Table 5. Truncation error index:-

(F = 80, i.e. j3 = 0.72, 0.80, 0.88, 0.96)

R

900

1000

1100 -

1200

h

0.0375

0.03

OO375

0.03

0.0375

0.03

0.0375

0.03

P

4.11

3.96

3i92

3.98

3.94

3.97

3.93

3.97

(n = 40, 80, 160)

(n = 50, 100, 200)
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CHAPTER 6

The Non-Linear Effects

6.1 The Distortion of the Mean Flow;-

J_, The principal concern once the linear disturbance 1ms

been thoroughly investigated, is the initial onset of non-

linearity. In öhapter 2 a size C was associated with a dis¬

turbance in the flow and the equations of motion for the harmonics

2
up to 0(C ) were subsequently Seriveä The effect of this order

of magnitude is now discussed.

Let us recall the Fourier expansion for the stream function of

the total flow, equation (2.9), v .,s . rt >

(6.1)

and equation (2.6) for the 'distorted' mean flow

t>2.

(6'2)

The substitution of the square bracket in terms of the first

to X.
harmonic together with the setting of'f ~ pleads to

(6.3)

The Blasius equation is thus perturbed by a non-linear

combination/
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combination of first harmonic auU cleriva-tivo i>ex-ms multiplied

in essence by the square of the size factor. This can be deter¬

mined by comparison with experiment, although the results in

chapter 7 are given for specific test values. The task here is

to illustrate the precise details involved in solving (6.2) sub¬

ject to the usual mean flow boundary conditions, namely zero

velocity on the plate and mainstream velocity outside the boundary

layer.

2
2, In the absence of distortion, i.e. when 0(C ) is ignored,

the equation (6.2) is a perfect differential in z*which when

integrated up yields the partial differential equation from which

the Blasius equation is derived. However, g(z), if the distorting

terms are represented by \^ Jg 3 '"""/ -'-s n0* a perfect dif¬

ferential in general and so integration must be performed by

numerical means. A boundary condition then has to be fitted.

In addition to the integration complication it could be

argued that the 'similarity profile' assumption itself is no

longer viable and some other form of solution needs to be taken.

The implications of this argument are quite serious since there

is no general way of deciding how the profile alters, beyond

experimental observation. Almost certainly it would not dc so

in a similarity fashion due tc complicating factors such as ir¬

regular pressure gradients. Despite this it is necessary to

obtain a solution to the problem and it was decided that since the

distortion is email, to consider the effects cf distortion as an

additional term in the Blasius moan flow equation. In the

usual/

* when O(li ) is ignored
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usua.1. manner one can vrixe

^K / (6.4.a.b)

Ignoring 0(R
~

) free; (3,15)? integrating (6.2) w.r.t.z., end.

substituting '6.4) gives

(n) -- Ü* -f '%)-
7

(6.5)

where F(z) is an indefinite integral of g(z). z, for the present

is presumed to be taken in & dimensional sense. Non-dimension-

alisation of g involves an examination of its component parts.

A stream function <p, has the following dimensions [ L T ] ,

which with our convention means

2 2

y 9-4im (b)

r* ? r
**
~

z~jö * n-cK\^n (c) (6.6)
s,

Equation (6.5) then becomes

(6.7)

The entire expression is now non-dimensionaliscd. Since

fy*fr<Z*, and x is fixed the problem is reduced to an ordinary

differential equation. If the additional terra on the right

hand side is denoted by 'h', the boundary value problem can

be/

z, non-dimensional ,
,

i , 0 JUe A*
-tk-e ]JZMyl ^c\v Is
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be written as

-f + t "V = n * (a)

-f fa)= O j f (c) =. 0,-f'WH (l>), (c), (d). (6.8)

The boundary conditions as in the past correspond to zero plate

velocity and the mainstream condition.

In the integration of g(z) to obtain F(z) the arbitrary

constant of integration must be chosen so that the effect of dis¬

tortion tapers off to zero out in the mainstream. Mathematically

this means that the differential equation must revert to the

ZBlasius and the constant of integration oust be such that

h .-. m^ G as-

Practical determination of h involves finding the square

bracket product (6.3) by using the finite difference approximat¬

ions for the derivatives. This is followed by integrating up

from zero using the trapezoidal rule. In all the calculations

it was found that h was virtually constant asymptotically and so

when the boundary condition was applied the last few values of

h close to z = 6 were very small indeed in comparison to others.

_3_. Jordinson wrote a procedure called 'profile' which

solved the Blasius equation by a Eunge-Kuttai technique as an

initial value problem. The value for 1 (Q,)was obtained from the

constant of homology property described in ehapter 3. Unfor¬

tunately no such property holds for the inhomogeneous Blasius

equation/

* 'h' is also used for the perturbation vortieity, and the

discrete step length, but the usage is evident from the context.
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I

equation (68) and co -J- 0/ is not known 'a priori*. However,

since h is in general relatively small one would not expect the

unknown value to be too ~'ar removed from the Blasius value of

0:,469600 to 6B. In vies cf a good approximation being known,

the method of 'regula falsi1 can be employed to find the ap¬

propriate unknown. In all cases the two values of 045 and 0.50

were found to be good starting approximations. The procedure

'profile1 was generated with a starting value, ^ say, of -4- (Q j

at each stage, with the intention to gcnerateK' $}> the image

of j 4* ("*! ) - M
. When |H(jOiwas "*^ 10 the iteration was

terminated and the corresponding value of Y taken. Accuracy to

9D was forthcoming after 4 iterations and the iterate was to

within 0.01 of the Blasius value in almost every case considered.

known, the Runge-Kutta method again was used to

find perturbed mean flow solution. The procedure has now thus

been extended to incorporate the effects of B.L. thickening to¬

gether with the additional components corresponding to mean flow

distortion.

4. The distorted mean flow'U^ and fundamental eigenfunction

<jh. satisfy the following coupled set of equations

(a).

, with |l<b||=r j (c) (6.9)

The differential operators B and L are the Blasius and Orr-

Sommerfeld operators in the sense of (2.10) and (2.11) res¬

pectively. C is the size factor and g is a quadratic product of
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<p and its derivatives. cK.
, as before, is the eigenvalue of L

with respect to p> and ^^ and the boundary conditions*

The following iterative scheme is adopted to solve the

system (6.9),nam

|| , n* 0,1,2, etc. (6.10)

is chosen so that j3GH// from which ^'& and

are solutions of the usual Blasius and eigenvalue problems.

The eigenvalue problem: itself requires determination from a

prescribed approximate state. From chapter 4 it can be recalled

that m si I is chosen in conjunction with an initial estimate

for the eigenvalue. At successive stages and h>, serve

to approximate O^ and <!p ; however, it is important to put

into perspective the process involved in moving from the n-1 th

to the n th stage of the iteration. The solution of the eigen¬

value problem is itself found by iteration, which in terms of the

above discussion can be presented as follows.

Given *7Qlet K^ be the smallest integer which satisfies

from which one may take cK r: W In other words at the
vi

n th stage Kn iterations are required to solve the eigenvalue

problem, or inner iteration, using the distance apart of succes¬

sive eignevalue estimates as a convergence criterion. Using the

same notation the outer distor bian iteration can be examined.

With! a given ^70 v& desire the smallest value cf xe-eo that
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Values of g = 10 an 0"~

^ c~.2l (6.11.b)

= 10~' have been used in the com-

putation.

In addition to assessing the eigenvalue error the program

also assesses

^kT" UK -I L (6.12.a)

and til * T"*i *
I '

tin IV.! t '**>

as eigenvector error estimates since ii rh I st throughout.
? Tit so

For practical results a check is also made upon the convergence

of mean flow distortion of the downstream velocity component,

(6.13.a).H
Incidentally,

as j (6.13.b).

because the maximum value of the non-dimensional downstream

velocity is unity.

6.2 The Second Harmonic;-

Once <p, and its first three derivatives are known one is

in a position to examine qualitatively the other effect per¬

taining to the onset of non-linearity, namely the second har-

monic oscillation From chapter 2, all coefficients of J^

2
are 0(C ) and to this order alone we have, cf. (2.8),

(6.14)

By/

* K
1

iterations are required to solve the eigenvalue problems

at the n-1 stage, and so (Six) is a decreasing sequence if the

outer iteration converges.
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By setting H^z)-^ 4, ^)and H^
cancelling by < .

,
and non-dimensionalising in the usual

manner, (6.14) reduces +o

if U ^ +jL
.

R
^ ^ (6.15.a)

Boundary conditions, as in the case of {j>,, are determined

first of all by imposing the condition of zero velocity on the

flat plate. This gives

4>X(O)~ 4xJ(0)~O (6.15. b,c)

Since prv^ for large z*, the right hand side of (6.15.a) is

asymptotically zero by direct analogy with the asymptotic

argument for Cp. . This means that since the differential operator

acting upon (p^ is precisely the same as that acting upon

and2./5replacing ©( and p respectively, one may take

jCZj'-v./' J ,
for large z. (6.15.d).

The problem (6.15) is not in general of an eigenvalue

nature, and so direct solution is therefore possible. Due to

the fortunate coincidence that the discrete matrix is precisely

that of the first harmonic case vith \U and p doubled, even in

the boundary conditions* the procedures 'matrix' and 'sparse-

solve' for setting up the coefficients of the matrix and for

solving the heptadiagonal system can be immediately employed

without additional alterations to the program. The solution for

* i.e.,
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follows, from whicU requisite derivatives can be calculated if

6*3 The Reynolds Stress;-

1_. Several authors have discussed equations of mean or

average motion in a context of turbulent or oscillating flows.

If u and w are components of such a flow the practice is to

write

u = u + u1 (a)

v = w + v1 (b) (6.16)

where u" and v* are the fluctuating parts of the flow, with zero

means. In the case of linear oscillation imposed upon a mean

flow, the averaged quantities correspond to the mean flow itself

raid the fluctuating parts correspond to the perturbation. When

non-linearity sets in the mean or averaged flow ie distorted by

the presence of forcing terms arising out of averaged perturbation

products. Such a distortion is termed a Reynolds stress (R.stress).

For the u component the stress is

(- UV) (6.17),

which is 0(C ) and can be simply found since

where

if X

where/

zz (

>(

E
is

y
-VMM

:c
C(

the

imill

W1:

:^s E ^

quantity

= A'.f

^ ) (b)

to be averaged then

' X.cit (6.19)

to first

(c) (6.

, whence

(6.20)

order,

<- '.

18).
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= \J2, C. & A f (-0C{ X) (6.21)

2, It is natural to ask as to how this compares to (6.3),

the mean flew distortion. If the Reynolds stress is set

the left hand side of the u equation of motion, the con¬

tribution is.^gduw \ ref [i5] j p.579, which when evaluated on the

neutral curve, tJL\ O, is

A^rC^"-^) (6.22)

The mean flow distortion is determined by integrating equation

(6.3) with respect to z and inserting a suitable constant of in¬

tegration. This is not a perfect differential in the general case

but on the neutral curve it becomes

(6.23)

which upon integration gives (6.22). The constant of integration

is zero in the case of the neutral curve.

The other terms in the mean flow distortion are not accoun¬

ted for by the E.stress, and no direct explanation can be given,

but it must be acknowledged that the solution to the linear

problem is only locally determined in terms of an ordinary dif¬

ferential equation. This matter is taken up again in chapter 8,

but for the linear case only.
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CHAPTER 7

Results of the Non-Linear Investigations

-?.-! The Root Mean Square Valuest-

1_, The six small diagrams in fig [3] depict first and second har-

nonic r.ra.s. derivative values for R = 500,800,1000,1250,1500

and 1750. These correspond to the downstream components of per¬

turbation velocity. In all cases F = 80, I q> I = 1 > and <Q
i Yi \ oC , /

is determined from equation (6.15). The graphs show j <jp \ and

, , the latter of which has its principal peak4'
closer to the origin, except in the R - 1750 case where it is

bimodal*.

A quantitative result would involve multiplying (I) I by
S T$ i

A, the amplification or experimental normalising factor, (see

appendix and (6,20)). j (^< j would be multiplied by H J J
and it is evident from fig[3] that the maximum value of any

scaled second harmonic can be no more than 'U ifj {"? times its

fundamental equivalent. In the wind tunnel, values of A of the

order of I56 represent finite** disturbances, and early experiments

for F = 80 have shown that the observed second harmonic r.m.s.

values are frequently twice as large as their predicted theor¬

etical counterparts. Sone experimental curves do, however, possess

a/

* two modes (of comparable amplitude).

** i.e. non-linear
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c ppftk and an inflection at approximately the same coordinates as

ike theoretical ones and have a similar qualitative shape over all.

la addition, some experiments conducted at R.Nos. of 1200 and over

demonstrate the presence of two r.m.s. peaks, the outer of which

appears to increase in size at the expense of the inner. Further

experiment still needs to be carried out but it must be remembered

that the 0(C ) terms in equation (2,7) together with mean flow

distortion, also 0(C ), have been ignored in the calculation in

view of the difficulties encountered in chapter 2.

Jl.fcThe shape of the fundamental harmonic I p I is similar

in all cases. The curve rises from zero at the origin to a

maximum at Z
, say, before falling to a minimum at Z , and then

rising again slowly. At R = 500, Z and 2 lie at about 10
m n

and '6 of the B.L. thickness respectively. As R increases

both Z and Z move in towards the plate and at R s= 1750 are at
m n T.

1Ao and 3^3 of the B.L. thickness. Since k>
*

| <)'|ci 7 w> I I^
increases. The consequences of this have been discussed in

chapter 5.

The second harmonic behaves in a more complicated manner.

At R ss 500 the principal peak is lower and further out from the

plate than at any other value of R which is similar in behaviour

to the fundamental. There is also a second small maximum

followed by another lower minimum. At R - 800 the maximum

is nearer to the plate and almost three times as great as that

in the R - 500 case. There is no second peak in the range as

drawn/

The scale in fig. [3] for j (|j f is 0.1 per centimetre.
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although there is a definite inflection between the maximum

and the minimum, with the part of the curve between the inflection

and the minimum being almost linear. This inflection is to some

yfceirt a feature of all the second harmonic curves except those at

E = 500 and 1750 where there is a second peak. At R = 1000 the

principal peak is highest of all and the inflection is more marked

than in any other case. Prom this R. No. upwards, the maximum

decreases steadily in height, but even at E = 1750 it is still

well over twice as high as it is at R = 500. The inflection is

less pronounced at R = 1250 and at R = 1500 almost disappears.

At R a 1750 the distribution is bimodal, the second peak is

slightly higher than the first. From the absence of inflection

for R s= 500 and 1750 and the presence of a second peak it might

be argued that the inflection itself is great enough to produce

a peak. If this was the case the fir&t maximum and the second

minimum would correspond to the maximum and minimum in the

other cases, and as with the fundamental would show a pro¬

gressive movement in towards the plate with the exception of the

R e 1750 ease.

7.2 The Reynolds Stress*-

The principal component of the R.Stress, - U, W4

This is. depicted in fi{j. [i,.] foj? ike six L.llos. of

.3,
at the same frequency F 80. Symbols are used to dis¬

tinguish each curve.

By definition a positive value cf -Us*/ implies a transfer

of energy from the mean flow to the disturbance. The eigenvalues

given/
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given in figs [5J[1O] show that the lowest value R = 500 cor¬

responds to a point well inside the first damping region which lies

to the left of branch I of the neutral curve. At this point there

is a very slow rise of momentum transport from the disturbance

to the mean flow and this reaches,a maximum at about -half the

B.L. thickness o("3 3(|o The effect decays to zero at the edge of

the B.L. as it does at all ot'ier E. Nos. At E = 800, still in

the first damping region, there is a small relatively symmetric

distribution of momentum transfer from the mean flow to the per¬

turbation. This extends from the origin to about one third of the

B.L. thickness, and reaches a maximum just over half way; from

then on there is an even smaller reverse transfer which slowly

tends to zero. Both the R = 100C and R 1250 cases, which CGr-

respond to points inside the neutral curve, represent a transport

of momentum to the perturbation throughout. The R.stress is

slightly greater overall at 1250 and reaches a maximum nearer the

plate. In fact the maximum value is at approximately the same

position for the R = 800 and R = 1250 cases whereas at R = 1000

it is further out. R = 1500 is just inside the damping region

and the R.stress is positive only between the origin and about one

quarter of the B.L. thickness. The maximum value of the R.stress

is approximately equal to that at R = 1250 and is about half way

along in a relatively symmetric distribution. Beyond this a

minimum value, about one third that of the maximum, is reached

at about one third of the B.L. thickness; from this point out¬

wards the effect slowly decays to zero. This shows that at

R/
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R = 1500 there is evidence of a momentum transport sign change

within the displacement thickness region, an effect which becomes

much more pronounced at R = 1750. At this latter point, which is

in the second damping region, the positive maximum is still in

evidence, although it is smaller and closer in. The minimum on

the other hand, which is just inside the B.L. displacement thick¬

ness is substantially greater in magnitude than any other

maximum or minimum. This corresponds physically to a situation

in which there is a significantly large momentum transport from

the perturbation to the mean flow which possibly suggests the

development of a weakness at this level of the B.L. at higher

R.Nos. The turbulent spot results of Bchubauer and Klebanoff,

ref.[i7] > also suggested a weakness in approximately the same

B.L. position.

7.3 The Mean Flow Distortion:-

j_. Equation (6.9) was solved by the method (6.10) for

values of the experimental normalising factors A* at the same

R.Nos. as before and at F = 80. From (6.20) equation (6.7) for

the perturbed Blasius becomes

which shews that the distortion is proportional to A . Cal¬

culations were performed for values of A ranging from 0

to/

* Since chapter 2, orders of magnitude involving C, the size

factor, have been considered, whereas A is more appropriate due

to the fact that C is always multiplied by j' " which can be

*^> or <<^ 0(1). However, for separable theory C is assumed

constant for a given perturbation.
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to 0.06(6$) and the results given in figs [5]-[i0]ar© for dif¬

ferent signal sizes, i.e. values of A.

The most interesting result in the diagrams was the sen¬

sitivity of signal size tc R.No. The comparison of figs[5]

[10] shovs th&t a 1jS signal at E = 1750 distorts the fundamental

harmonic to about tho same extent as a 67 one at E = 500 which in

2
view of the proportionality of the moral lcv distortion tc L is a

tj -bawcrthy rosu.lt. In sAlitiöji the signal sise threshold of

^ouce of the iteration (6.1C) becones smelleras E increases.

2, Table 6 illustrates the interdependence of the signal

size and R.No. Each successive eigenvalue iterate is tabulated

in the calculations with C- *< \0 being taken as convergence

criterion. The first two columns consist of d^ and C\ I and the

third column is the outer iteration eigenvector error norm

(6.12,b), all of which are taken at each stage of the iteration

(6.10).

At R = 500 there is evident convergence of the 2fi, 4$ and

6f signals. The first of these converges very rapidly and the

last is shown in fig[5J . At R - 800 1?S, 2$ and 4$ signals

converge; the "Sfe does so very quickly but the 2?^ is slower than

its equivalent at R s= 500. The4^ case is depicted in fig[6] .

The same signal sizes are again considered at R = 1000 although

error norms are not available for the I5& signal. Nevertheless,

it appears that convergence, although present, is slower than at

B/

* of chapter 6.
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E = 800 in all cases. The 4% case is shown in fig [7] At R = 1250,

yfr and 45i signals are examined. The former appears to converge,

although slowly, and is shown in fig[8] . The latter does not

converge, however, and it was decided, that since the error norm

was getting smaller, even if only slowly, and the eigenvalues

gave the impression of trying to converge, to modify the process

by taking the average of successive iterates of the mean flow

stream function. This means taking ^^ ~ "jjjj \*fL +* H^ J,

a transformation which was applied for f\7/tv, and divergence

followed culminating in overflow after a further 7 iterations.

The "Zfo signal at H = 1500 shown in fig[9] seems to converge very

slowly which is in direct contrast to the same signal size at

R = 500, moreover the perturbed eigenvalue is amplified whereas

the unperturbed one was damped. At R = 1750 a 2F/.> signal does net

converge at all but the %fo and 1$ cases do, however, the latter

of these being given in fig[io] .

Table 7 compares the change in eigenvalue,/^, ,
from the

original, with the signal size for the cases of 1?S, 2?b and Afa

at R = 800,1000. Since the extra terms in the differential

equation (7.1) are of the order of the square of the disturbance

size, the values of^fiK for Y/o and 2$ are multiplied by 16 and 4

respectively for comparison with the value at 4%. The table

shews a consistency between QOt% and the signal size.

2 The diagrams in figs [5]-[iO]show the relative dis¬

tortion of the components of the mean flow, both tangential

and normal to the plate, on the left hand side, and the fundamental

harmonic/



Table 6

R = 500,;

0.1229764

0.1222197
0.1232210
0.1232210
0.1232210

0.0167345
0.0167202
0.0167213.
0.0167213
0.0167213

Error Norm

1.25 x 10

1.55 x 10

2.22 x 10'
2.54 x 10'

5

-9

0.1229764

0.1229447
0.1239662
0.1239678
0.1239678
0.1239678

0.0167345
0.0166844
0.0167028
0.0167029

0.0167020
0.0167030

4.93
2.44
1.38
6.42
4.32

X

X

X

X

X

10
10

10
10

10

i
-8

0.1229764
0.1251387
0.1252509
0.1252671
0.1252685
0.1252688
0.1252688
0.1252688

R = 800, \jc

0.1869249
0.1868030

0.1868035.
Q.1868035

0.0167345
0.0166477
O.O16?367
0.0167383
0.01673^6
0.0167396
0.0167396
0.0167397

0.0006934
0.G006754
0.0006758
0.0006751

1.09 x 10
-2

1.19 x 10

1.44
1.54
2.25
2.23
3.60

X

X

X

X

X

10

10
10
10

10

'-4

-7
-8

7.35 x 10

3.84 x 10'
3.04 x 10'

-6

0.1869249
0.1864380
0.1864447

0.186444,8
0.1864447

0.0006934
0.0006193
0.0006261
0.0006258
0.0006258

2.94 x 10

6.14 x 10"
1.94 x 10"
7.92 x 10

-8

0.1869249
0.1849868
0.1820832
0.1850866
0.1850846
0.1850850
0.1850849

0.C006934

0.0002622
0.0004776
0.0004545
0.0004?86
0.0004519
0.0004580

1.18 x 10

9.77 x

,24 x

10

10

-2
'-4

02 x 10

3.52 x 10

6.20 x 10"

R = 1000,



Table 6. (continued)

R = 1000,1g oil Error Norm

R = 1250,:

C.2304600
0.2301394
0.2301428

0.23Q142J
0.2301427

0.2304600
0.2291703

0.229.2237
0.22922.14
0.2292215.
0.2292215

0.2304600
0.2251916
0.2160366
0.2259131
0.2259255
0.2259276
0.2259254
0.2259261
0.22592"63

0.2864256
0.2795652
0.2808544

0.2802872
0.2806432
0.2806325

0.2806329
0.2806343

0.2806328
0.2806342

0.2864256
0.2X41503
0.2780246
0.2767293
0.2770872
0.2770413
0.2769488
0.2770904
0.2769289
0.2770952

-0.

-0.

-0*

-0.

-0.

-0.

-0.

-0.

~0.

-0.
-Ü.

-0.

-0.
-0.
-0.

-0.

-0.
-0,

-0,

-0,

-0.

-0.

-0.

-0,

-0,

-0,

-0,

-0,
-0,

-0,

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

0066026
0065601
0065594
0065595
0065595"

0066026
0064431
0064317
0064337
0064335
,0064335

0066026
,0061533
0058607
,0060335
,0059576
,0059882
,0059763
,0059791

>CG5979

,0080547
.0077235
,0069941
,0075291
,0072127
.0073889
,0072931
.0073447
.0073171

.0073219

.0080547

.OO8J[653

.
OO5CJ512
.0087293
.0049338
.0086523
.0050721
.0085048
.0052339
.0083564

52
84 x

78 x

39 x

x 10u
10

10

10

1.23 x 10
-7

2.32 x 10

4.90 x 10

1.26
4.09
1.48
5.48
7.59
2.82

X

X

X

X

X

X

10
10

1C

10
10

10

r2

-6

2.54 x 10

6.96 x 10'
2.91 x 10'
1.47 x

7.80 x

1C
10'

-3

4.17 x

2.23 x

1.19 x

6.35 x

10

10'
10'

-45

4.67 x 10

2.40
1.88
1.73
1.64
1.56
1.48
1.41

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10

10
10
10
10

10

10

1.34 x 10

2

2
-2

;*
-2

From/



Table 6 (continued)

From now on all n

0.4193817
0.4171101

0.2140046
0.2387542
0.2016966
0.1?81164
0.2186259

0.0274615
-O.O257383
0.0006997
0.0469316
0.08.98115
Ü. 0*857634
0.0903415

1.90 x 10

2.36 x 10
3.47 x 10

5.92 x 10'
8.72 x 10

6.92 x 10'
7.59 x 10"

-1

1
1

'

R = 1500,2^

R = 11

0.3410050
0.3349199
0.3353248
0.3352487
O.33529O5
0.3352635
0.3352792
0.3352702
0.3352753
0.3352724

r5o,^fo

0.0022296
-0.0034260
+O.GOO5363
-0.0017540
-ü.0004729
-0.0011960
-0.0007895
-0.0010188
-0.0008896
-0.U0C9624

_

3.32 x

1.60 x

9.13 x

5.11 x

2.89 x

1.62 x

9.17 x

5.16 x

2.91 x

10
10

10
10
to

10

10

10

1C

0.3844554
0.3841972
0.3840992
(3.384K)45
0.3841039
0.3841040
0.3841039
0.38410I9

J*
0.3844554
0.3835974

0.3825522
0.3821700
0.3826896
0.3827189
0.3827080
0.3827120

0.0263312
0.02290C1

0.0222461
0.0232p0
0.0232163
0.0232160
0.0232160
0.C232160

0.0263312
Ü. 0.136611
0.0183714
0.0166578

0.01J2864
0.0170548

0.0171400
0.0171087

r2
r2
,-3

.28 x 10'

.29 x 10'

.22 x 10'

.20 x 10'

.17 x 1C

.15 x 10

2

1.12 x 10

4.27 x 10

1.73 x 10"
6.30 x 10"
2.31 x 10"
8.52 x 10"
3.13 x 10"
1.15 x 10"

-8



Table 6 (continued)

0.3844554
Ü.3819O5C
0.3705081
0.3791062
0.37*32648
0.3835332
0.3774886
0.3777269
0.3772414
0.3779093

0.0263312
-0.0090363
0.0341159

-0.0118863
0.0463962
0.0049937
0.0106708
0.0050468
O.oTi4548
Ü.0043930

1.32
1,63
1.73
2.21
1.61
2.59
2.09
2.48
2.71

_

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10

10
10
10

10
1C
10
10

10

1

-2

-2

Table 7.

R = 800

4%

R = 1000

2*

K ID

-1214 -176

-3173 431

x 4

4856 -704

-4802 -778

x 16

-19524 -2816

x 4

-19208 -3312

-18400 -2354

x 4 x 16

-12692 1724 -50768 6896

x 4

-12385 1727 -49540 6908

-45337 6228
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harmonic on the fight hand side. The signal sizes, close to the

threshold of convergence, were chosen so that the distorting ef¬

fects would be visible in the diagram.

The distorted fundamental in all cases except R = 500 has

a lower maximum peak than the undistorted curve, which it crosses

on the way down to the minimum, having its own minimum slightly-

further out. At R = 500, however, the reverse effect takes place

and at E = 1750 there is still a flattening ou the peak present

together with two crossings of the undisturbed curve

The relative distortion to the mean flow behaves in a more

complicated manner. All but the R * 500 and R = 1750 cases bear

a resemblance to one another. For E = 800, 1000, 1250 and 1500

the effect fov both components rises from a relatively small

value close to the plate to a positive maximum which for R = 800,

1000 is close to the displacement thickness and for R = 1250,

1500 is further in. This evidence gives additional support to

the possibility of a weakness in the B.L. in this region. The

maximum effect upon the normal component is in all cases greater

than that upon the downstream one and although no quantitative

assessment can be made since signal sizes vary, comparison of the

R = 800,1000 cases, both 4fo, shows that the maximum is about three

times as great in the latter case. The distortion of the down¬

stream component tends to zero out in the mainstream in all cases

whereas that cf the normal component does not. For R = 800,1000,

1250 and 1500 the distortion of the latter is negative in the

mainstream which represents B.L. thickening, a destabilising

effect/
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effect. This is reflected in the distorted eigenvalues in figs

[6]-[9] which have o<^0 in all but the R = 80G case.

For E = 500 the distortion provides an equal and more or less

constant relative increase in the downstream and normal components

of the mean flow in the lower half of the B.L, This is iij complete

contrast with all the other results. Further out the B.L. is

thinner representing stability. At R = 1750 the solution is again

very different with the relative distortion of both components

being opposite one another through two sign changes. The effect

upon the normal component, as in the other cases, is on the whole

greater,

7.5 Modulus and Argument Representation:-

1_ Fiß[i1 ] depicts the modulus and argument of the downstream

and normal components of fundamental perturbation velocity,

denoted by u1 and w.. In the appendix notation these are given

(a)

0' /(b) (7.2)

The upper portion represents an iterated 2$ disturbance at R = 800,

1000, and 1250 whereas the lower portion includes n> and ^t+S.

for the same disturbance.

The downstream velocity component modulus is proportional

to I 4^ I and takes the familiar shape with maximum and minimum*

moving/

* i.e. Z and Z
m n
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moving in towards the origin with the increase of R;No. The normal

component, which is proportional to (h^[ slowly increases to a

maximum, roughly whore | v, I has its minimum , and then tends

asymptotically to zero; however, the magnitude of this component

does increase with R since there is a factor of j<^ jwhich is in¬

creasing.

The argument remains very similar for all three cases.

E = 1250 is the lower branch of the split curve near the origin

in both cases, E = 800 is the upper one, and E = 1000, not drawn,

lies between these two. Remaining deviations are inserted. The

phase change in the downstream velocity component at about two

thirds of the B.L. thickness, is readily observed.

2. The modulus and argument of the vorticity are depicted

in fig [12] for a 2$ perturbation at E = 1000 in the same manner.

Since vorticity = ^rr* *" r:1 it can be seen from the modulus

diagram that tt is the dominating quantity especially close
UX

to the plate but it does become very small locally when the phase

angle changes, which causes the other quantity -*--1 to play a

a*-

more important role. This corresponds physically to the critical

region of classical analytical theory.
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CHAPTER 8

Suggestion for Future Research and Conclusions

8,1 A Research Topic;-

_1_, The physical situation uniler investigation has been that

of the behaviour of a small oscillatory disturbance in the Blasius

B.L. The mathematical model chosen to represent the ensuing motion

is an expansion of the stream function H^ as a Fourier Series in

harmonics of the frequency.

The stream function satisfies the differential equation (2.4)

and when the expansion (2.5) is applied tc it equations (2.6),

(27), and (2.8) result for each of the harmonics. In addition

it is assumed that the perturbation is locally periodic down¬

stream. This is from the results of chapter 5 which show that

the dimensional equivalent of w j*is almost constant! moreover,

the problem reduces to an ordinary differential equation for

each of the first two harmonics, and gives good correspondence

with experiment in the fundamental case.

A fuller examination of the processes involves returning

to equation (2.4) and writing

where M-' is the Blasius solution, C is the size factor and ^? i

is the stream function of the perturbation, which is assumed to

be linear and real. The substitution of (8.1) into (2.4) and the

removal of the Blasius equation leaves

with/
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with the fketor C cancelling sinoo the equation for r". is homo¬

geneous and linear.

In chapter 2 we wrote

and eventually <

The intention now is to test the validity of writing

(X^O^ X (x)Z(z)TC-t) in general.

Substitution into (8.2) followed by division by /"^ gives

rV *"+. z"^ ^ / "+ ^"^
/ X XZ

and demonstrates that T /T = constant, which completely vin¬

dicates writing T(t) = J^ *~>
, i.e.<2P|(X,'2\*1') ~ J^, ' ^(^ ^

On the other hand, it is not possible to write H^vX^j in the

form y((%)2^)as is done on assuming ^ ( z^,Z)=-* 4^)*
In fact there is no mathematical proof or physical argument be¬

yond the theoretical convention or the virtual constancy of the

dimensional experimental wave number to justify the separation of the

space variables. Therefore in general one can really only r-ssume

periodicity in time.

The equation for ^ , now called ^ , comes from (2.7)

after first ignoring 0(C ) and then cancelling by C -

4-

(8.5)

The/
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The boundary conditions corresponding to zero velocity on the plate

and in addition there are

others dictated by the mainstream condition1 (d)

Remaining boundary conditions arc unknown pending asstonptions

In mathematical terms equation (8.5) is of elliptic type

and is a complex valued function of real argument in two variables.

The biharmonic operator on the right hand side is the highest in

order and consequently dictates the type. Boundary conditions

are therefore required round a closed contour and can be given

in a variety of ways. Two of the simplest, which guarantee the

existence of a unique solution are

(i) ^ and ^j|- (normal derivative) (a)

(ii) ^ and J\^ <J> (b) (8.6)

By writing Vpts &+- i P and A^- Ov-iT*, for case (ii),

one can represent the differential equation in the form of a

system by separating out the real and imaginary parts. For case

(i) this is

and for case (ii) it is

A
4-

A

3

-1 o

A"

?

(a)

A

C

2)

o o o o

0 Ö o o

xO U O

V

fx c
-t-1

(8.7)
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0 O O O

C' f"*^ **j -*>

Ö

A

c

-'
j
j

1 O~ Ai
i

o

o o o i 3

0 O 0 ßfl c (b)

2-* .i >
.. u. J

^

The ^4^5 derivatives have now been replaced by the usual downstream

and normal components Ü and of Blasius flow, correct to 0(R )

In vector notation (8.7.a) is of the form

z\A f z E *- F|
i

and (8.7.b)

Ay = -p 1 i + 03 f + Rf (b) (8.8)
A ÖZ "~

E", P etc. are matrices and 3 is a vector in symbolic notation.

Equation (8.8.$) is a Poissonian second-order system.and is muoh

simpler to solve in numerical terms than (8,8,0.), a biharmonic

system, provided boundary conditions are available. However,

case (i) boundary conditions are very much simpler to obtain for

(8.8.0.). The problem is now discussed.

2, The region of solution must be closed and the boundaries

should be chosen to make the conditions along them readily ob¬

tainable. The best region is clearly a rectangle with the flat

plate forming one side. Conditions are then known for the base

line, say, and can be imposed on the other three sides, namely

upstream, downstream, and out in the mainstream. The classical

theory, or experiment, must supply the necessary information.

Let the rectangl-3 be [ x., yi ] X [ 0,z* ] where x.. and
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x? are two downstream positions iö the linear region with Ii.Nos.

R1 and R? say The local Orr-Sommerfeld representations can be

written down as S^ (*A ,)<-,, $(* * *' n = 1 >2' where ^ f^

and dp are the local eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively,

z* is a value of z which is assumed to be at least six B.L.

displacement thicknesses out into the mainstream at x . The boun¬

dary conditions can now be discussed.

1. Plat plate, z=0.

Case (i), \I? and \P required.

If ty is a solution of (8.5), then so is a^i" tr where a and

b are constants, since all the *$ terms are differentiated and

the equation is homogeneous. The constant b can be fixed by

recalling the plate boundary condition (8.5.b) namely

which implies that^p(xjo) = constant. In order to be consistent

with the Orr-Öomraerfeld separation this constant must be set to

zero, which gives -

z = Ot <p = NJ/ =0 (8.9a.b)

Case ((ii),VL> and^1^ required

but A Cfr
,
the vorticityy is unknown. For some

point x, the separation is ^(X^) I C^'"* 4^^) written

in this way because a/ and (. depend upon x. The signal size

A varies with x by definition and the size factor C, assumed

constant in all preceding work, may also vary in the downstream

direction/

* The ^t notation for the first harmonic is replaced here by
i.e. applying at the downstream location x. ^> and d^) are

used for the end points, x. and x2<
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direction 4hen the results of experiment are assessed. Since no

experimental estimate of vorticity is available one must take

(8.9.C)

with a suitably selected value of C(x). Unhappily the numerical

estimate of the second derivative of the ordinary differential

equation is large at the origin and it is debatable as to whether

or not this represents its continuous counterpart since the origin

is outside the region of integration. Consequently caSe (ii)

boundary conditions are inferior to those of case (i).

2. Sides of the rectangle, x ~ x , x2

Since the physical environment is that of a vibrating ribbon

propagating in the downstream direction, boundary conditions must

be chosen so that the downstream one causes minimum reflection.

The problem is therefore closely akin to that of De Santo and

Keller, ref [2J ,who assumed that the Orr-Sommerfeld theory

held upstream of the rectangle of fluid under consideration, and

that far downstream the solution was periodic. In view of this

it might appear to be the best policy, initially, to assume that

the linear theory holds on both the upstream and downstream boun¬

daries, which entitles one to separate out the equation in the

usual way and write symbolically

) noting hn* \/2C, fi

say, n = 1,2. Since ^ and CD* are required one could take for

case (i) v.

(b)/

A ,
and C are merely A(x) and C(x ) respectively

n n n n
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)
(8.1G)

and for case (ii)

which is more justifiable than on the base line since the origin

is an end point of the region under consideration. The A^, or

C. , can be selected ox inserted from comparison with experiment.

One of the principal advantages of solving the partial differen¬

tial equation will come from the freedom of choice of these

quantities.

3. The Mainstream Condition, z = z*

Again, following De Santo and Keller it seems reasonable to

assume that the Orr-SoramerfeM theory is likely t© be applicable

outside the B.L. enabling one to write

M- I* Z S2 L V'f/ -M. ^? \ # whieh moans

that

giving the ratio of the function and normal derivative on the

upper boundary. A value of G, or A, could be found from experi¬

ment with given initial signal by analysing downstream traverses

at a succession of points between x. and x_, or alternatively

appropriate test values could be selected. With this knowledge

^p'(x'."^ywould be known as would Sp-^^X,^" J and so case (i)

conditions would be satisfied.

In addition to finding SpA^i^ ) the separable theory

gives J^^^p **-- ^p oC ()C) (X i for all x provided z*

is sufficiently large. Therefore the case (ii) condition

(8.11.b)/
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=: O (8.11.b) can be imposed.

3. Having considered the different ways of applying the

boundary conditions to (8.5) it is now appropriate to select a

particular set which will at least guarantee a unique numerical

solution. As suggested earlier the Poissonian system based en~

tirely upon case (ii) Dirichlet boundary conditions had its prin¬

cipal complication in the fitting of the Laplacian condition on

the flat plate. The biharmonic method of case (i) is entirely

practicable right round the contour although it is necessary to

estimate C(x) or A(x) in order to acquire information about the

upper boundary. In view of this one could compromise by taking

case (i) on all but the upper boundary, and on the latter

S ~Z f^ ~ ^1(h) &nd. ^äO which would dispense with

the requirement of C(x). In general, the latter would be de¬

termined from experiment, although C. and C? would still be needed.*

This choice should be sufficient to guarantee the existence of a

unique solution to an equivalent discretised system, although

to prove the existence of a unique solution to the continuous

analogue might be difficult.

8.2 Conelusionsi-

It is convenient now to summarise the main details of the

work described in the thesis and to emphasize the more important

results. These results fall into the two principal categories

which/

* See Pig.[13]
.

.
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which are described in chapters 5 and 7, namely the linear and the

ncn-linear work.

The task of allowing the effects of B.L. thickening to enter

the stability calculations was undertaken with the object of

reducing the disparity that existed between the work of Jorclinson

and the experimental observations, particularly with regard to

the neutral curve in the neighbourhood of the critical R.No.

The results had the effect of enlarginc the neutral curve which

in physical terms means that the stability of the B.L. was reduced.

The effect was small, however, and as we now knoWj a far greater

contribution arises from a consideration of the precise nature

of tho experimental criterion of neutral stability. The latter

contribution was discovered later in the period of research and

investigations pertaining to it are still in a preliminary stage

of development. The information so far obtained does suggest,

however, that the combined effect reduces Jordinson's critical

R.No. cf 520 by about 100 which means that B.L. thickening should

not be ignored.

The linear theory is by no means exhausted. The problem des¬

cribed earlier in the chapter is of a linear nature and waits

solution whenever data is available. During the preparation of

the work it was hoped that sufficient experimental information on

the upstream and downstream sides could be provided and that the

project would be attempted, unfortunately, this was not forth¬

coming.

The non-linear work begins with an examination of the

second/
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second harmonic and Reynolds stress, both of which can be deter¬

mined qualitatively from the eigenfunetion without recourse to the

inclusion of size factors. The distribution of the R.stress, des¬

cribed in chapter 7, which shows the large oscillation- in the B.L.

at R = 1750, has been obtained solely from the linear theory al¬

though in a non-linear capacity. The mean flow distortion cal¬

culations involve finite signals and have their principal interest

in the way in which a fixed signal size magnifies the distortion

as the E.No. increases.

No immediate explanation can be offered for the high R.No.

behaviour in either of the R.stress or mean flow distortion cases,

but in view of known experimental phenomena that occur at higher

R.No.s it would be wise to record the fact as a feature of the

calculations which may have an important bearing upon the trans¬

ition process.
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APPENDIX

A.I. Modulus and Argument Definitionst-

-oCr^U|S.nt cX;=:{=c|CeS (a)>(b) (A,1#1

jCSHr. ^n-^l^n \&% (a),(b) (A.1.4)

The velocity components for each of the first two harmonics can

be written down on recalling the stream function expansion.

where ^" r -CXp ft (e<?<~ ^3"t 3^)

(a)

(A#1#8)

A.2. Root Mean Square Valuest~

The mean value X of a quantity X(x,z,t) with respect to

oscillations in time of frequency > is

and the root mean square value X (r.m.s.) is

?3 ia

Consequently the r.m.s. of the velocity components can be found

as follows.
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hence i*,5/t !'i'| ^. and V U{ f

sometimes denoted by Vs \|1C * '^i I ~ ^ l^ 1 (A.2.3.a)

~ vJ-C < -< (A.2,5) is called the amplification

or experimental normalising factor.

Likewise W, A i * t I 4^1 I (A.2.3.b)

=4- A* \$i\ (A.2.4.a)
3

The Reynolds stresses U,W, and U^ W*
are simply found by similar reasoning.

^ 2 V

A.3. The Computer Program:-

1. The Normal Component Terms

Since the same method of solution is used as in Jordinson's

case, the program was extended so as to incorporate the additions.

The intention here is to illustrate briefly the nature and con¬

text of the alterations.

In chapter 4 a rational different approximation is used

to formulate the discrete problem /v\ |cM \f. A over the

finite/

* This is not the mean value, x-^i , according to (A.2,1), which

is zero, but the square root of the mean value of uf" .

** This is the mean value.



finite range [ 0,6 ] . This is

where the g.'s are the components of V . The disoretised version
J ~

of the equations can be written symbolically as
3-

(A.3.2)

Those values of g. from outside the region of integration are
J

catered for by the boundary conditions, and the discrete matrix is

heptadiagonal.

e can write Uif o/ö+t^j, v ~ <\ + >-v
f
K ~ {hC , and absorb

the step length h by replacing n<^ bytX ,
" ^ by e<1

,
n' by ai

,

P by ß , hUj byU] ,
h!3 Uf by U" , Wj byW;, h3W/ by W^ and

give the following discrete operator representation of (4.1).

real part

V

_j - Q
(A.3.3.a)

imaginary part ^

6
("" r)lR '

-~. Q (A.3.3.b)

The underlined terms are the additional ones, and with the ex¬

ception of the boundary conditions their presence imposes an

antisymmetric correction to an otherwise symmetric matrix.

If Jordinson's discrete equations are written as

2-.- AKgj + K
0 OL.3.4)/

K-, -Z
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then the C's of (A,3.2) need to be related to the A's. Let

C = A_. + B^ , from which B- = - Kr, Bo ~ 0, and B~ = C_.
It. i\. a. h. It 5 5

From (A.3.3) the B's can be found by expanding out the h<

quantities, 1 = 1,3,5.

(b)
(A.3.5)

Adjacent to the boundaries of the region of integration

modifications, need to be made to the C.s in view of the presence

of g.'s from outside the range. Details of how such g.'s are ob-

tained are already given in chapter 4 and require no further

enlargment here.

A procedure 'w matrix' was inserted in the program to incor¬

porate the additions. This was called in the operation immediately

following Jordinson's procedure 'matrix' and it possessed a

switch mechanism to include or exclude the extra terms.

2 The Derivative Discrete Matrix.

The method of solution requires a discrete matrix corres¬

ponding to d^A^'Oislpt This can be found by differentiating the

differential equation (4.1) with respect too( , and then dis-

cretising. If the same convention is applied as before, with the

step length h absorbed, and on this occasion y-\
~ *\ j p , the

following representation results.

real part/
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real part tl

3aU

(A.3.6.a)

imaginary part

S 2.

(A.3.b.b)

The imclerlined terras are again the additional ones and the normal

component contribution involves the operator W ^ alone correspon¬

ding to tho presence of * c W'^ pö . If g. = y_. .
+ i y0 . ,

then since g. = j (g. 1 -g. 1), the correction is

3>)
(A.3.7)

j V 3

then one can represent the symbolic product X, = r,,,f; u in

Jordinson's notation by writing -

&;-,=: A;
4-Ej vja.i-1 f Fj

(A.3.8.a)

(A.3.8.b)

Consequently/

* The Aj's and Cj's are different from those in the preceding
section. This is evident from the context.
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Consequently the following redefinitions

CyrCj+.Wj^, ; jftj-.^yaj-a (a)

Cajr C<~ W;*, : ^2^x} ji^a (b)

V/^: ^ (c)

(d) (A.3.9)

complete the extension to the derivative difference matrix pro¬

cedure 'dm'. This approach completely incorporates the boundary-

conditions.

3.' Solution of the Linear Equations.

A procedure called 'comsclve' was written by Osborne to

solve a sparse pentadiagonal matrix system with complex elements

using Gaussian elimination with pivoting. This has been

generalised to include the case of K non-zero off-diagonal

elements and is now called 'sparse solve'.

In the solution, prior to back-substitution, the original

matrix is converted into an upper triangular one which includes

up to 2E + 1 non-zero diagonal rows. This means that a total

store of not more than 2n (3K + 1 ) elements must be set aside

2
for the discrete matrix*, as opposed to 2n in the general case.

Since n = 80 and K = 3 are the values used fojr-mosftlof the- calcu¬

lations, 1120 elements of store are required as opposed to 12800

for a non-sparse matrix. The number of algebraic operations is

likely to be considerably less than in the general case.

* See fig.
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4> Other Procedures

In addition to the major subroutines 'matrix', ' matrix',

'profile', 'dm', and 'sparsesolve', there are other necessary to

the convenient running of the relevant programs. For example,

it is necessary to add, subtract, multiply and divide corres¬

ponding elements of arrays or vectors of complex numbers, several

times over; facilities are therefore provided for these contin¬

gencies. It is also convenient for the purposes of testing con¬

vergence and computed values at various stages to have procedures

capable of printing out or passing over these values according to

the variation of a subroutine parameter. Such a subroutine

'evnorm' finds the infinity error norm of the eigenvectors at

each iteration stage and is used for (6.12.b) to test convergence

of the distortion to the fundamental.

j5. Program Titles

The basic structure of all the program titles is the same,

namely the solution of the eigenvalue problem} but beyond this,

separate extensions are made. These can be listed as follows:

'2H': Second harmonic and Reynolds Stress.

ET1: Iterated eigenvalues, i.e. mean flow distortion.

'MA.'.: Modulus and argument representation of velocity and

vorticity inclusive of mean flow distortion. Three

outer distortion iterations are used which is suf¬

ficient for graphical accuracy of 2f* signal sizes

below Ft = 1250.

CA1/
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'CA': Corrected amplification. The eigenvalues are adjusted

for the correction (5.5) in the investigation of the

corrected locus of neutral amplification. In addition

the starting approximation of each eigenvalue is

chosen to be the computed value at an R.No. ^^ on the

lower side. This enables one to feed in an initial

data set and to setp forward by ^ K a"k es-cn Stage; the

process is satisfactory if the

*ii.e.
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A.4. Comparison between Theory and Experiment;-

In section A.1 it is shown that

fl ll'l A V -^^
U,= n \<$> j

, where M ^= yQ -C C is the size

factor and A the amplification or experimental normalising factor.

The determination of A is therefore the object of the comparison.

The results of experiment, a set of unequally spaced points,

display the same fundamental r.rn.s. distribution shape as shown

in fig [3] . A is found by comparing the areas under the drawn

experimental and predicted curves up to the position corresponding

to 1 ,

n
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Publication

The vork described in the thesis pertaining to the effect

of boundary layer thickening upon an infinitesimal disturbance

has been written in the form of a paper. This has been

to the Journal of Fluid Mechanics and has been accepted for

publication.
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